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Foreword

Decentralization of health care delivery, financing and management has been an important trend of recent decades, in developed and developing countries alike; it has usually been undertaken under the belief that a decentralized system will be more efficient and effective. However, decentralization is no magic wand, and is a complex endeavor. In order to produce the expected benefits, it requires a correct balance between different elements, including strong leadership, clear vision, policy and strategies, adequate local capacity, and strong information and monitoring systems. On the other hand, decentralization takes many different flavors and features depending on the political, social and economic characteristics of each country. There is no one single model or approach that would meet the needs and expectations of different countries, but international experience suggests approaches more likely to be successful and critical elements of the process.

The international literature on decentralization usually focuses on government decentralization in general and its main modalities and features in particular. Not much has been said about how decentralization works out in the health sector, the specific challenges it faces in addition to those facing general decentralization, and how to address them. In particular, it is uneasy to strike a balance between true community participation at the local level and local governments’ autonomy, on the one hand, and system coordination and integration across government levels, and consistency between local initiatives and national goals and objectives, on the other.

Ghana has since its independence, promoted decentralization in successive waves of legislation and initiatives, with several steps back along the way. This process has been heavily influenced by the political instability that characterized the first decades of the post-independence period, which limited continuity and consistency over time. Nevertheless, several important building blocks have been put in place, and an abundant legislation has been passed. In the health sector, progress has been slower and incomplete, and different models and approaches are competing, leading to fragmentation of structures and regulations.

This book brings together the findings from different analyses of the Ghanaian health sector decentralization process and a review of the lessons learned from international experience. It assesses past initiatives and the current status of decentralization as it relates to health; along the way, it brings together prior studies on the subject in Ghana, and offers additional evidence and insights from a field survey conducted for the purpose of assessing local preparedness for and perceptions on decentralization. The evidence brought together in this book point to a significant dissociation between policy and implementation, and over-reliance on general legislation at the expense of well-thought implementation strategies and the critical elements that make it work. This dissociation has also been found in other countries.

The book makes a significant contribution to the identification of gaps and weaknesses in the Ghanaian process and can thus provide policy makers in Ghana with useful insights on how to strengthen it and align its different elements into a consistent na-
tional policy. But it is also relevant to other developing countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and elsewhere that are in the process of decentralizing their own health system. This book is also a welcome contribution to the area, by throwing some light at the intricacies and complexities of health system decentralization.

Dr. Elias K. Sory
Director General
Ghana Health Service
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Executive Summary

In recent years, many countries, both developed and developing, have engaged in a process of decentralization of health service delivery and/or other functions of the health system. In most cases, decentralization has been adopted to improve accountability to local population, efficiency in service provision, equity in access and resource distribution, or to increase resource mobilization.

In Ghana, the government has embarked on a decentralization policy since the 1980s, which was strengthened and amplified by the Local Government Act of 1993. However, policies have so far been inconsistent and the process incomplete in implementation. Effective decentralization still faces considerable challenges, especially in social sectors involving large structures. The public health sector is one that has not fully embraced the decentralization model adopted by the government of Ghana (GOG). Some functions and responsibilities have been decentralized, but others remain centralized or simply deconcentrated. The process also faces significant challenges that will be described below.

The review of decentralization experiences of developing countries such as Uganda, Nigeria, Tanzania, the Philippines, Brazil, Colombia and others indicates that decentralization is a complex process, that reflects each country’s history and administrative, geographic, demographic, and health sector characteristics. Its success and impact depends of correct design features and implementation strategy. Some of these key features for success are: (i) a comprehensive national policy on decentralization and a clear strategy for its implementation; (ii) a choice of decentralization to a government level that has sufficient capacity and sufficient scale to absorb the decentralized responsibilities; (iii) a model and approach to decentralization appropriate to the country’s history and characteristics, but that ensures sufficient real autonomy to the decentralized entities; (iv) a clear definition of responsibilities and roles across government levels and institutions; (v) strong transparency and accountability mechanisms to both local communities and the higher government level; (vi) adequate resources at the local level to fulfill the decentralized functions and responsibilities; (vii) sufficient number of qualified staff at all levels, and clear policies regarding the status and hiring regime of health workers under local governments (LGs).

Since the 1980s, Ghana has made significant progress in decentralization, and several building blocks for a devolved health system have been put in place. However, important weaknesses remain regarding several of the key requirements mentioned above. International comparisons indicate that Ghana shows a narrow effective decision space with respect with most health functions and subfunctions when compared with several other developing countries (such as Uganda, Zambia, and the Philippines or Brazil and Colombia). This suggests that in spite of the progress accomplished since independence and the several waves of decentralization reforms, Ghana public sector remains less decentralized than comparable countries. Progress and effectiveness of decentralization so far has been
hampered by issues related to regulatory inconsistencies, unclear policies, incomplete implementation, resistance to change, weak managerial capacity, centralized authority over key resources, weak capacity at central and regional level to monitor and support implementation, and weak economic base of many districts. The critical issues identified in the main report are:

- Several of the basic elements of administrative decentralization are already in place, in the form of district political and administrative units; District Assemblies (DAs) are endowed with a significant management structure, though with varying size and capacity, and the Ghana Health Service (GHS) District Health Administration (DHA) offices already undertake a number of decentralized functions. Further, in many districts the District Assembly is supporting the DHA office in concrete ways: providing office space, hiring staff to complement DHA own staff, contracting maintenance or support services (security, cleaning and others). However, these activities are unsystematic and little coordinated. If brought together under a single authority, local health structures would make for the basic structure of a decentralized health system.

- A number of useful information systems and management tools have been developed and implemented, including planning and budgeting systems, reporting and information systems, performance measurement, and financial transfer mechanisms to LGs, among others; however, their effectiveness is limited by many overlaps and duplications, the fragmentation among systems, and their inability so far to produce reliable critical information.

- The existing regulations, assessments and policy documents have correctly identified the main challenges in implementing effective government decentralization in the form of devolution to LGs. But only recently has the Ministry of Health (MOH) produced consistent policy documents addressing the specific issues of decentralization in the health sector. A comprehensive and clear policy framework to guide implementation of devolution in health is still lacking.

- The existing legal framework concerning health is confusing and contradictory; successive waves of laws and regulations offer changing and conflicting views of what decentralization should look like, and are quite vague as to which functions are to be devolved to whom. One of the main conflicts is the often highlighted contradiction between GOG’s general policy of devolution and MOH/GHS model of delegation cum deconcentration: while the Local Government Act and other general legal documents have defined the Ghanaian process as one of full devolution to districts, the MOH itself has delegated the responsibility of managing its facility network to an autonomous entity, the GHS, which has in turn established a deconcentrated structure with Regional and District Health Administrations (RHAs and DHAs). However, other regulatory conflicts have built up over the years, as indicated in this report.

- As a result, governance and accountability of local health institutions is weakened; lines of authority and accountability are blurred, with important overlaps and duplications among DHAs, RHAs, MOH, GHS, and the DAs; actual responsibilities for resource allocation, personnel management, or procurement, are split between different levels of government and offices, without a clear policy
or regulation defining who is responsible for what. For example, broader legislation calls for "full devolution to local governments", but management of local staff has been centralized in a parallel Local Government Service (LGS), which in effect withdraws from local governments the authority over the major resource they need for managing local services. Multiple procurement lines and staff hiring regimes also contribute to fragmentation of authority.

- Mechanisms for local communities' participation and voices have been established—in the form of local councils and committees—but these have mostly advisory or consultative roles; in many areas they have not been functioning as an effective channel of participation in decision making and planning. It is unclear from the information gathered for this report whether mechanisms to prevent local elites' capture of devolved authority exist.

- Financing mechanisms to local health facilities and programs have been established, including transfers to LGs through the DAs’ Common Fund. However, the financing pattern for local-level health functions is fragmented and confusing: different funding sources specialize in financing specific line items or programs, and the DAs’ resource allocation to the health sector—though mandated in current legislation—is not transparent or clearly recorded. In addition, fiscal decentralization in Ghana is more apparent than real: over 50 percent of public health expenditure is allocated to the district level, but the larger part of these resources are allocated and controlled by the central government; local authorities—whether DAs or GHS District Offices and facilities—have little real decision power on resource allocation.

- Effective local decision power is further reduced by substantial delays and unpredictability in the transfer and release of funds, both by the GOG and the National Health Information System (NHIS), these delays greatly reduce the real autonomy of local authorities and facilities alike, as well as financial accountability and budget transparency.

- The pattern of geographical allocation of resources—namely across districts—is not transparent and does not follow a clear pattern, in spite of existing regulations and proposed allocation formulas; large variations in public health expenditure per capita are observed (7 districts had a value of GHC 20 or more, while 31 districts showed a value lower than 1 Cedi, against a national average of GHC 5.52 in 2008). The observed variation does not seem related to population, poverty levels, but appear to be strongly influenced by existing health infrastructure. These wide variations are strongly suggestive of (i) inequalities in resource allocation, and (ii) lack of standards and transparent criteria for budget allocation, in spite of existing formulas; they are a critical issue in implementing effective decentralization.

- Capacity for implementing and managing a truly decentralized health system needs strengthening, not only at the district level but across all levels of government, although the weaknesses may be different at each level; many districts are hampered by their small scale and/or their remoteness, and have little leverage for attracting capable staff. Another bottleneck is the lack of reliable information for decision making, monitoring and evaluation; for instance, no information is currently available on how much funding is available to each district, including all different sources.
A major obstacle to effective implementation in the health sector has been that many stakeholders have limited awareness and understanding of the process objectives, prerequisites and implications, as a survey of regional and district officers clearly showed; this makes it difficult to build consensus and support for the process. 37 percent of DHAs indicate having little or no knowledge of the government’s decentralization policy, and many local officers show skepticism and reluctance about devolution’s feasibility and impact. This skepticism constitutes a potentially important obstacle to the devolution policy of GOG in health. Insufficient information and discussion on the policy, and a perception of weak capacity of DAs and local offices generally, appears to contribute to this skepticism, but may also reflect GHS staff their reluctance and suspicion of the decentralization policy.

Overall, Ghana has over the years established several of the building blocks needed for a successful decentralization, but these efforts lack cohesion and unity of purpose. The two key players in local health systems—the DAs and DHAs—have a low level of collaboration and integration, even though formal mechanisms have been established, such as the formal participation of the Director of Health Services (in DHAs) in the DAs’ social or health committees, and composite planning. The GOG—and MOH when regarding the health sector—needs to bring together these many policies, instruments and systems and make them work for effecting decentralization. Several policy initiatives would greatly contribute to reduce the fragmentation and inconsistency in the current health system. These are:

**Capacity strengthening:** The planning and implementation of decentralization would greatly benefit from a systematic assessment and mapping of the DHAs’ and DAs’ capacity and conditions for taking responsibility for specific functions to be devolved.

**Coordination mechanisms:** The discussion and definition of a decentralization policy framework for the health sector would have to mobilize all stakeholders, both for strengthening technically the final proposal that will emerge, and to build consensus and support around this proposal. Such an endeavor will require strong and committed leadership from the part of the overseeing institution in the health sector, the Ministry of Health. A Coordinating Committee jointly led by the MOH and the Ministry of Local Governments (MLG) could be established to coordinate the formulation and implementation of decentralisation in the health sector.

**Policy framework:** A health system decentralization framework is greatly needed, and would further clarify and detail the responsibilities and functions of each government level and agency; the definition of particular functions to be decentralized should take into account factors such as: economies of scale (especially in procurement of drugs and other strategic supplies and services) and the highly technical nature of some functions and services. The design of a strong policy framework should thus encompass a detailed technical discussion on which functions and responsibilities should be decentralized to local (or regional) level, and which would remain centralized.

**Integrated planning and budgeting:** As most assessments and policy documents have pointed out, the current “composite budget” policy has not yet taken root,
though it is a critical step in moving toward full devolution, and needs to be strengthened in the short term. This could be done by the development of practical guidelines for effective joint planning and budgeting in health at the district level; this means revising existing guidelines for the “composite budget” and actual practices to promote effective participation and involvement of the District Assembly in the discussion and preparation of the district health plans and budget.

**Strengthening of the DAs’ structure and capacity:** Several aspects are to be considered in strengthening LG capacity. First, once effectively devolved, the different responsibilities will be carried out in different places by different groups of staff. It is thus necessary to break down the general capacity assessment at the “local level” and clearly identify the different types of capacity that will be needed within the LG and define where exactly they should be invested. Some responsibilities will be carried out at the facility level, others by the (yet to be transferred) local health offices, and others at the DA level and its management committee and staff.

**Management at the facility level:** As part of the discussion of capacity and autonomy of LGs, health authorities at all levels need to discuss and define what degree and form of managerial autonomy will be given to what types of health facilities. GHS has over the years deconcentrated some responsibilities to facilities, but not in a homogeneous way, and—as shown in the rapid assessment—activities actually performed at the facility level vary significantly across facilities of similar type and size. The role and capacity, and thus the structure, of sub-district entities and communities, also need to be clarified. Finally, increasing autonomy at the facility level also requires that the bottlenecks to real autonomy be addressed appropriately.

**Financing framework for decentralization:** A clearer financing framework for LGs on the health sector would be a great contribution to decentralization implementation; this framework should seek to streamline the multiple existing flows and funds and take advantage of the District Financing Fund to consolidate these flows. As a first step, it would be important to estimate financial needs (expenditures) to upgrade LGs’ capacity, and to meet the devolved responsibilities. Secondly, the framework would define financing sources and flows for decentralized levels, including the incentives structure needed to promote effective implementation and attract staff to more remote areas. As part of this framework, the current policy and formula for budget allocation across regions and districts could be revised, so as to emphasize the objective of equitable redistribution of funding that is part of the decentralization process. Opportunities for testing and implementing performance-based financing schemes should be seriously considered, as international experience has shown that such schemes can provide a proper incentive structure for improving performance.

**Human resources management:** Revising and defining regulations and policies regarding human resource management in a decentralized system would help reduce duplications and fragmentation, and formulating a clearer regulatory framework that at the same time homogenizes processes and provides minimal standards, without limiting LGs’ autonomy to manage staff; this framework
should necessarily include provisions for transferring staff from the central to local level, and a structure of incentives to encourage staff to transfer.

**Monitoring and evaluation:** To better promote and support the decentralization process, and monitor and evaluate the decentralization process and its impact, the capacity of central and regional levels for monitoring and evaluation (M&E) would have to be strengthened—in terms of human resources, systems and instruments; this activity could take advantage of several important initiatives regarding M&E and performance assessment that have been adopted in recent years, and adapt them to a decentralized system.

**Legal framework:** As a result and consolidation of these efforts, the financing and function of decentralization policy frameworks would be consolidated into one legal framework for health system decentralization; this legal framework could be prepared once policy documents have defined all main dimensions and aspects of decentralization, to avoid contradictions and regulatory revisions.

In summary, Ghana has along the years put in place several important building blocks for a truly decentralized health system. But these efforts have been hampered, and their effectiveness diminished, by the absence of a strong regulatory and policy framework for health, regulatory conflicts and duplications accumulated by several waves of regulations, weak capacity to coordinate and manage a devolved health system, fragmented management systems regarding staff management, procurement and budgeting and financing, Political instability and the resulting lack of continuity and consistency in the process during most of the period have also prevented the process to take root, and have contributed to the current fragmentation in the health system. But taking advantage of the structures and features that have been put in place, strengthening the policy framework, ensuring effective coordination, and addressing the weaknesses highlighted above, would very likely make decentralization of the health system more effective and consistent with GOG general policy.

**Notes**

2. District-level health services and programs are funded through five main sources and channels: (i) Central government budget allocated to local facilities, programs and administrative offices; (ii) Internally Generated Funds (IGF), which are the main source of finance for recurrent costs; (iii) central government transfers to DAs (which are not clearly recorded and consolidated); and (iv) local government own revenues. Foreign funds, an important contributor to health finance, are usually—but not always—channeled to local services and facilities through the government budget.
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

In recent years, many countries, both developed and developing, have engaged in a process of decentralization of health service delivery and/or other functions of the health system. In most cases, decentralization has been adopted to improve accountability to local population, efficiency in service provision, equity in access and resource distribution, or to increase resource mobilization.

Ghana has a long history of local government, going back to pre-independence times of the nineteenth century. By 1859 Municipal Councils were established in the major coastal towns of the then Gold Coast. Native Authorities, Councils and Courts were also established to administer law and order under the indirect authority of the colonial government; the limitations of this system was repeatedly put forward in the 1930s and 1940s, and reforms were introduced in 1951 by the Local Government Ordinance (Ahwoi 2010). The government has embarked in a decentralization policy since independence, which was strengthened and amplified by the Local Government Act of 1993 and other legislations. At the present the Government of Ghana (GOG) is committed to strengthen the implementation of decentralization, and for that purpose revise and strengthen the policy and regulatory framework governing decentralization.

In spite of this long history and successive waves of decentralization reforms, effective decentralization in the country still faces considerable challenges, especially in large social sectors involving large structures. The public health sector is one that has not fully embraced the decentralization model adopted by the GOG—decentralization by devolution—decentralization to the districts—for a number of reasons that will be discussed in this report. Some functions and responsibilities have been decentralized, but others remain centralized or simply deconcentrated.

Objectives

This study on Decentralization and Governance was commissioned by the World Bank as part of a Country Status Report (CSR) to assess the state of decentralization in the Ghana health sector, assess the readiness of the health system to implement decentralization by devolution, identify inconsistencies in current policies and regulations regarding decentralization, and build consensus for reform through a better understanding of the policies, strategies and obstacles of health system decentralization.

This volume therefore brings together the findings of five activities:

- A review of the international literature on health sector decentralization and experiences in developing countries
- A review of relevant documents and information regarding the status of decentralization in Ghana, including policy documents and regulations
- An assessment of the capacity of the different government levels and health sector structures to implement decentralization, based on a sample assessment of regional and district health administrations
An analysis of district-level distribution of health expenditures and its implications for equity and fiscal decentralization

A discussion of measures and strategies to strengthen the GOG’s proposed decentralization policy and its implementation.

This study looks at decentralization policies and process across the different levels of government and public institutions in the Ghana health sector, with a particular emphasis on the preparedness for full decentralization of the main public health system—in other words, the Ghana Health Service (GHS) district-level structure and facilities. The study also discusses the role in decentralization of other health structures and institutions.

The rest of this section provides an overview of the Ghana health sector and especially of the public system. Section 2 reports on a review of the international literature and experiences of decentralization experiences in other countries, and draws some lessons from these experiences. Section 3 reviews the regulatory and policy framework on decentralization in Ghana, both from a general government perspective and especially as it applies to the health sector, and assesses the main weaknesses of the current framework for devolution in the health system. In Section 4, the report presents the findings from a rapid assessment of the capacity of local health structures and the challenges they face in the implementation of full decentralization under the devolution model; special attention is given to the relationship between the District Health Administrations (DHAs) and the District Assemblies (DAs). Section 5 analyzes the geographic distribution of health resources and expenditure and provides some evidence on equity issues within a decentralization context. The last section summarizes the main challenges facing full implementation of decentralization in the health sector, and describes some policy options to address them in key strategic policy areas.

The Ghana Health System

The Ghana health system is made of 1832 facilities, 49 percent of which (897) are government-owned (Service Availability Mapping 2006). 509 private facilities are accredited by the National Health Insurance Scheme, in addition to 626 providers of diagnostic and other services. The health sector in Ghana encompasses six subsystems, which will be discussed further later in the report;

- **GHS.** Under Act 525 (Ghana Health Service and Teaching Hospitals Act), the Ministry of Health has transferred to GHS the responsibility for managing and operating nearly all public facilities. The GHS is a semi-autonomous agency with the mandate to “ensure access to health services at the community, sub-district, district, and regional levels.” This subsystem manages most health facilities and the largest part of the public financial resources in the sector (see table 1.1).
- **MOH.** The Ministry of Health (MOH) is responsible for carrying out central-level activities—such as policy making, regulation, and planning coordination—and several vertical programs (mostly focused on specific diseases and public health). It also manages the three teaching hospitals—the largest in the country.
- **CHAG.** MOH directly funds a significant number of private, non-profit (mission) facilities grouped under the Christian Health Association of Ghana (CHAG). This para-public subsystem is an important—and in some areas the sole—provider of health services.
### Table 1.1: Distribution of facilities by type and ownership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility type</th>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Quasi-Govt</th>
<th>Mission**</th>
<th>Private</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Hospitals</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Hospitals</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized Hospitals</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District/local Hospitals</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyclinics</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Centers</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinics</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHPS</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternity Homes</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>897</strong></td>
<td><strong>34</strong></td>
<td><strong>182</strong></td>
<td><strong>673</strong></td>
<td><strong>46</strong></td>
<td><strong>1832</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: GHS (Summary of Health Facilities 2007).*

*Three psychiatric hospitals. **Mostly facilities run by the Christian Health Association of Ghana (CHAG).*

- **Local governments (LGs).** MMDAs (Metropolitan, Municipal and District Assemblies) provide certain health-related services, mostly involving support to MOH and GHS activities; they do not run or manage facilities, and the incipient role of these government structures is a direct consequence of the decentralization process as it has progressed in recent years.

- **Private sector.** The private sector in Ghana includes about one-third of all health facilities in the country, especially clinics and maternity homes. In some areas private hospitals are the only hospital and play the role of district hospitals.

- **Quasi-public.** A number of non-health public institutions—such as the Armed Forces, the Police Force and the prison system and a few universities—have a significant number of health facilities, which usually however cater to their own target groups (members of the forces) rather than the general population.

The regional distribution of health infrastructure shows significant but reasonable variation across regions. The density of public hospitals and beds varies within a range of 1:2 approximately, while the density of ambulatory facilities varies in the range of 1:11, but drops to 1:3 if the two extremes—The Greater Accra and Upper West regions—are excluded (see table 1.2).

MOH and GHS current health structures are structured in five main levels or layers (as shown in figure 1.1):

1. The MOH, which is responsible for the general coordination and oversight of the system, and has delegated much of the operational responsibilities to the GHS, except for three teaching hospitals.
ii) At the regional level (10 regions overall), GHS’ Regional Health Administration (RHA) offices provide secondary hospital care through Regional Hospitals (RHO), and coordinate the districts’ health activities and planning.

iii) District-level facilities include most health centers and other primary care facilities, managed by the DHA offices of GHS, and district hospitals; there are presently 124 districts and 46 Metropolitan and Municipal administrations (up from the original 62 District Councils established in 1974).
iv) Sub-districts (some 1,500 overall), are supposed to be the main providers of primary health care and report to DHAs, but have in fact limited responsibilities and capacity.

v) The lowest level rests with Community Based Health Planning and Services (CHPS), which are responsible for the provision of certain community health activities.

The first three levels of the system—central, regional, and district—correspond to the political-administrative units in the country. The last two are not political entities, although they are supposed to take over some responsibilities under the decentralization model to be implemented (see Section 3 for a description of this model and the proposed role of each level of the system).

By Act 525 of 1996, the provision of regional and local services was delegated to GHS, including regional, district-, and sub-district-level services and facilities. For planning and budgeting purposes, these administrative units are structured into Budget Management Centers (BMCs): one for GHS headquarters, 10 RHAs, 8 Regional Hospitals, 110 DHAs, 95 District Hospitals, and 110 Sub-district BMCs.²

The different levels and types of facilities are associated to different sizes,³ as shown in tables 1.3 and 1.4 below. Teaching hospitals are, expectedly, the larger ones (935 beds

### Table 1.3: Mean size of hospitals by type, 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility type</th>
<th>N*</th>
<th>Total Number of Beds</th>
<th>Mean Number of Beds</th>
<th>Total Number of Patient-days (1,000)</th>
<th>Mean Number of Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching hospitals</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,805</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>752.2</td>
<td>1,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric hospitals</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,186</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>438.2</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional hospitals</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,745</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>447.1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District hospitals</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>7,235</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1,402.6</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAG hospitals</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6,039</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>1,178.8</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-Government hospitals</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1,689</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim hospitals</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private hospitals</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>1,377</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*N represents the number of hospitals for which data are available.

### Table 1.4: Mean size of other facilities and administrative units by type, 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility/Unit type</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Mean Number of Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternity Homes</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyclinics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinics</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Centers</td>
<td>1,059</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-districts (CHPS)</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHA</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: GHS (Summary of Health Facilities 2007), WHO 2005.
on average), and represent 17 percent of the total number of patient days in public hospitals. Psychiatric and regional hospitals follow in size, and account with 10 percent of patient days each. District hospitals are much smaller (73 beds, but with a wide variation) are the largest group in volume, with 32 percent of the total. Mission hospitals (CHAG) are a bit larger, and constitute the second largest group with 27 percent; they are thus a critical player in the publicly funded system. Muslim and private hospitals are smaller players in the system.

**Main Issues in the Health System**

An independent review undertaken for the MOH acknowledged significant advances in recent years but also highlighted a number of problems in the current system (Ministry of Health 2009—Independent Review). The main difficulties are:

- Increasing fragmentation of the health sector, with weak coordination and frequent duplication of efforts among and between public agencies, private organizations, and volunteers
- Low effectiveness of health expenditure relative to other African countries
- Disconnection between existing policy documents and plans and actual implementation and practices; plans are short-sighted and do not reflect local priorities, and need to be redrawn according to financial availability; and budget preparation is incremental, with no strategic or policy approach; therefore, financial resources tend not to follow stated priorities
- Mismatch between plans and budgets on one hand and disbursements and financial reporting on the other, due to frequent delays—of several weeks or months—in fund release or payment, hampering plan implementation and operations; resources are not transferred to regions and districts in a timely fashion
- Slow reimbursement by the National Health Insurance Service (NHIS) due to internal bottlenecks at the different levels of the system; these delays amounted at the end of 2008 to three to four months of total IGF revenue
- Cumbersome planning, budgeting, financial processes and practices, which are of little help to health professionals and managers
- Multiple parallel and disconnected budget, accounting and financial management information systems or sub-systems, many of them manual; they are designed for central level monitoring and control (Including the District Health Information Management System—DHIMS), and thus of little use for local level management; systems used or filled in at the district and facility level are often manual and on spreadsheets, but may include separate and specific software or systems
- Substandard quality in many facilities for some services such as neonatal care;
- Low coverage of certain key public health activities, including immunization (around 50 percent of children are fully immunized), and deliveries by skilled professionals (39 percent)
- Weak role and participation of local communities in health planning and definition of policy priorities
- Low level of skills and competencies for most staff, due in part to inadequate training, especially at the local level; this is compounded by weak policies and capacity for staff attraction and retaining in disadvantaged and remote areas
Significant inequities in the distribution of health professionals among service agencies, within agencies and across regions, in spite of recent policies and efforts (e.g., posting enforcement)

- Low staff productivity, and lack of standards for staffing norms and agreed measures of productivity
- Excessive proportion of wages within the health budget (93 percent in 2008), also due in part to the absence of staffing norms.

These problems reduce the effectiveness of the public health system and resources, and also tend to complicate the process of decentralization.

Notes

1. Most of the data presented in this report cover 138 districts, municipalities, and metropolitan areas, as of 2008.
2. See the section titled “Planning and budgeting” for a short discussion of BMCs.
3. It is worth noting that the categories of health facilities, their numbers and corresponding beds and staff are not consistent across documents, producing discrepancies in the ratios shown. Some of these differences are likely to be due to changes over time (since different data were not available for the same years), but not all.
4. In 2008, these included: BPEMS, Activate, ACCPAC, and others based on Excel spreadsheets. These issues relate to the public sector as a whole, and are also found in the MOH/GHS system.
Decentralization has become over the last decades an increasingly popular reform for health systems in developing as well as developed countries. Most countries have been or are in the process of decentralizing responsibilities to local governments. Overall, a 1974 study showed that 84 percent of 75 developing and transitional countries with population greater than 5 million, had engaged in some type of decentralization (Dillinger 1994). According to Lister and Betley (1999), “There is usually a presumption that decentralization is a good thing which goes along with democracy, good governance, a market economy, poverty alleviation and efficiency in public expenditure.”

However, depending on the objectives of decentralization in different countries, and the strategic choices made to design and implement it, decentralization takes on many forms, and produces a wide variety of institutional arrangements. These are shortly reviewed in the following section. In addition, the actual impact of decentralization is not necessarily consistent with the widespread assumption that it is “a good thing”; successes and failures to achieve the desired results are found in international experience. The section titled “Experience in Developing Countries” reviews some of these experiences, and the section titled “Lessons Learned” summarizes the main lessons learned from them.

Conceptual Framework

Broadly, decentralization has to do with the transfer of responsibilities from the central government to other government levels or institutions. However, there is no consensus on a precise definition of decentralization, which has been understood by researchers and policy-makers alike in different ways. Several conceptual approaches have been applied to the study of decentralization, including: the public administration approach (Rondinelli and Cheema 1983), the local fiscal choice approach (Musgrave and Musgrave, 1989), the social capital approach (Putnam 1993), and the principal agent approach (Pratt and Zeckhauser 1991; Griffith 1966). Every approach contributes different elements to the understanding of decentralization processes. For instance, the social capital approach suggests that localities with a long tradition of community organization, civic networks and solid local institutions will be more likely to be successful in a decentralization process. The principal agent approach allows examining the relationships between a central Ministry of Health and local governments and how the former can influence the behavior of the latter.

The public administration approach produced a useful and commonly used typology of modalities of decentralization based on the level and type of institution responsibilities are transferred to. According to Bossert (1998):

*Deconcentration* is defined as shifting power from the central offices to peripheral offices of the same administrative structure (e.g., Ministry
of Health and its district offices). Delegation shifts responsibility and authority to semi-autonomous agencies (e.g., a separate regulatory commission or an accreditation commission). Devolution shifts responsibility and authority from the central offices of the Ministry of Health to separate administrative structures still within the public administration (e.g., local governments of provinces, states, municipalities). Privatization transfers operational responsibilities and in some cases ownership to private providers.

Another approach looks at three dimensions of decentralization: political, administrative, and fiscal. Political decentralization involves establishing local government structures and community participation mechanisms. From this perspective, decentralization should provide increased political accountability, transparency and representation (Pallai 2001).

Administrative decentralization is usually defined in terms of the administrative structures and systems needed at the different levels of government, and where responsibilities should be vested. It implies the (re)organization and integration of administrative bodies at the local level to carry on the decentralized functions, and the responsibility over staff. It thus relates to the issues of administrative capacity and accountability. Authority over staff and its management is often a source of conflict and misalignment in decentralization processes, since execution responsibilities may be decentralized while staff at local level may still be appointed centrally.

Fiscal decentralization is the assignment of responsibility for mobilizing, managing and allocating funds to and within subnational governments. It focuses on the main issues of who can raise revenues (fiscal autonomy) and who can spend them (financial autonomy). It relates to the issues of intergovernmental transfers, revenue mobilization at the local level, the budgeting process across government levels and fiscal/monitoring by the central government among others (Farrant and Clarke n.d.). The fiscal aspects of decentralization are quite important and tend to affect the accountability mechanisms of local governments and other dimensions of the process.

Decentralization—in any form or model—needs to balance and link responsibilities for function (service delivery), finance (financial and taxing autonomy) and administration (resource management, including staff), since international evidence indicates that imbalances or mismatch among these three dimensions are likely to lead to decentralization failure.

An important and unresolved question in decentralization, closely related to fiscal decentralization, is the “appropriate” distribution of responsibilities and revenues across levels of government. There is no ideal proportion of health spending that should go to each level of government. From a fiscal federalism perspective, the principle of subsidiarity assumes that responsibilities are primarily vested in local governments, and are transferred to higher levels only when local governments are unable to carry them out efficiently (Dafflon n.d.). In a centralized system, the opposite is true: the central level holds a priori all competencies, and can decide which to decentralize to local governments.

The framework used in this report draws on several of the theoretical contributions outlined above—especially Bossert (1998)—but takes a more empirical perspective, based
on the three key questions to be asked in examining decentralization processes across countries; these are:

1. **Why** was decentralization undertaken? What were the main objectives it sought to achieve?
2. **How** was it designed? What model was adopted? Particularly, what responsibilities were decentralized, to whom, and with what degree of autonomy?
3. **What** was the impact of decentralization? Were its stated objectives achieved? What were the main issues and challenges?

In relation to the first question, governments move to decentralized systems for a variety of reasons: technical (to improve service delivery effectiveness), political (to increase local autonomy and participation—or, in a broader sense, “democracy”), or economic/financial (to increase efficiency and cost control or improve accountability).¹ For instance, in the transition states of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, and in China and Vietnam, decentralization came along embedded in a broader set of political and economic reforms. In other countries, it was a consequence and feature of political democratization (as in Brazil and other Latin American countries). In some African and East Asian countries, it was linked to a reform process aimed at modernizing government. Improving service quality and effectiveness was usually less of a priority in developing countries, and more so in North America, Chile, Australia and New Zealand (United Cities and Local Governments 2009). However, objectives of decentralization are not always very clear, and most often mix political, economic and technical objectives in varying combinations.

Decentralization has often been seen—and implemented—as an end to itself. However, Bossert (1998) highlighted that “decentralization is not an end in itself but rather should be designed and evaluated for its ability to achieve broader objectives of health reform: equity, efficiency, quality and financial soundness”. The particular objectives of decentralization—and even their lack of clarity—tend to influence the design, implementation and practice of the process, as well as its impact.

To answer the second set of questions, we apply Bossert’s (1998) useful concept of decision space. Based on a modified principal agent framework, this approach defines decentralization “in terms of the set of functions and degrees of choice that formally are transferred to local officials”. In other words, what functions are transferred, to whom, and with what degree of autonomy. Bossert identified three key elements of decentralization, “the amount of choice that is transferred from central institutions to institutions at the periphery of health systems, what choices local officials make with their increased discretion, and what effects these choices have on the performance of the health system”. At one end, centralized systems have all or most of decision making authority concentrated at the central level (usually the Ministry of Health in health systems). At the other end, fully decentralized systems have most decision making authority transferred to the local levels of government (e.g., municipalities or counties).

In relation to the third question, measuring the impact of decentralization is much more difficult than categorizing its model, for two main reasons. First, decentralization is a multi-faceted and complex process that interacts with many factors. Second, it rarely takes place in isolation; most often decentralization is undertaken along with other far reaching reforms, whether political or economical, which makes it quite difficult to identify and measure the impact of decentralization alone. However, identifying
the challenges and weaknesses of the process in different countries can go a long way in avoiding the pitfalls of decentralization.

From the preceding paragraphs, several key policy areas and issues can be identified in the process of decentralization, and require careful design and implementation.

- **Scope:** What activities or responsibilities are to be decentralized (planning, human resources management, budget preparation and/or execution, procurement, and other functions)? This depends on a number of factors: economies of scale required for particular functions or activities, local capacity, the cost of building structures and capacities at the local level, and the model of decentralization chosen. In the health sector particularly, decentralization does not usually apply equally to all functions; the general rule is to “assign to the lowest level of government possible, those local public goods and services which can best be delivered at that level” (Oates 1972), but this rule—and others—offers little practical guidance as to which functions exactly should be decentralized to which level.

- **Depth or degree of autonomy:** what degree of autonomy should local governments enjoy in managing the transferred responsibilities? This involves balancing the potential conflict between national policies and planning, and local needs and preferences.

- **Model:** What model better meets a given country’s characteristics and objectives (deconcentration, delegation, devolution)?

- **Level:** To whom—which level of government or entities—are these functions decentralized? For instance, should responsibilities be decentralized to regions or states, or to municipalities or districts, or to still lower tier levels?

- **National policy and strategy:** successful decentralization requires a clear and comprehensive national policy bringing together all aspects and issues of decentralization and guiding its implementation through a clear strategy.

- **Organization of LG units:** how are LG units to be structured in order to ensure proper representation of communities and accountability? Organization of LG units needs to balance the quest for greater representation and participation (which assumedly increases as LGs get smaller) with the need for economies of scale; in addition, ethnic or geographic factors may influence the size and boundaries of LGs.

- **Institutional capacity:** Are these decentralized entities prepared to take over their new responsibilities? Local capacity involves having sufficient numbers of qualified personnel to handle decentralized responsibilities, staff contracting and management systems, merit-based remuneration, and corruption control.

- **Financing:** How are decentralized services to be funded? What mix of transfers from central government, local revenues and donors’ funds, is appropriate? In most countries, LGs cannot be financially self-sufficient, and need to be financed largely by transfers from central or regional governments. LGs have different capacities to raise revenues, due to existing legislation (can they establish their own taxes?), technical capacity (do they have the technical, human, and financial capacity to set rates, manage revenue collection?), and local population capacity to pay such taxes. A critical issue is whether LGs are given the ability to borrow, and if such ability has some sort of central supervision or control.
Accountability and participation mechanisms: Which accountability mechanisms are put in place and what incentives exist for local entities to perform and achieve their goals? To what extent local citizens actually participate in decision making, planning and priority setting, or management supervision, and through what channels or mechanisms? A key issue here is the mode of selecting and nominating the LG chief executive, and to whom he is accountable to: in countries like Brazil, LG chief executives are directly elected, while in others, there are appointed by the local legislative or by the central government.

Impact: What is the (expected or effective) impact of decentralization on health system objectives (efficiency, cost-control, quality and effectiveness, equity, and access)?

The first two areas define Bossert’s concept of decision space, and are illustrated in Figure 2.1. Usually, the different modalities of decentralization—deconcentration, delegation, and devolution—involves increasing scope of functions and degree of autonomy (depth). Most of the others areas have been highlighted by Campbell (in United Cities and Local Governments 2009). Another important issue to consider is whether health system decentralization takes place in isolation (separately from decentralization in other areas of government) or as part of a greater movement of government decentralization, involving political, administrative and fiscal decentralization. In Ghana, the second case is true.

Experience in Developing Countries

The reasons why countries have decentralized responsibilities from central to local governments have varied: it was mostly political in some cases (as part of the political

---

**Figure 2.1: Relation between scope, depth, and types of decentralization**

![Diagram showing the relation between scope, depth, and types of decentralization.](Source: Author’s elaboration.)
transition to democracy in Latin America), part of general economic and political transformation (as in Eastern Europe, the former Soviet Union, China, and Vietnam), a response to ethnic and regional conflicts (as in South Africa, Indonesia, and Sri Lanka), or a strategy to improve the delivery of health and education services (as in Chile, Uganda and Cote d’Ivoire). However, whatever the main motivation for reform, improving social services delivery through strengthening incentives of government agents is often a strong component of decentralization. In most African countries, decentralization is slowly evolving from a strategy of administrative organization within a basically centralized regime, toward real transfer of decision powers to local authorities (United Cities and Local Governments 2009).

In this section we review the health sector decentralization experience of a sample of developing countries, based on the framework developed in the section titled “Conceptual framework.” In each case we identify the motivation and context of decentralization, its main features and, whenever possible, its impact. The main conclusions of this international review are presented in the “Lessons Learned” section below.

Uganda

As in many former British colonies, British rule in Uganda emphasized decentralization as a strategy for maintaining control (Dunlop n.d.). But following independence, in 1965 a new government initiated an era of centralized authority and internal conflict, and it was only in 1993–94 that decentralization was reinstated, when basic health services provision and control over medical personnel were transferred by devolution to 56 local districts (with a mean population of 450,000); the first 13 districts began receiving unconditional block grants from the central government (Akin 2001). Central government transfers accounted for the largest part of local governments’ resources (81 percent of total revenue in the mid-1990s) and are transferred through the Ministry of Local Government, with 18.7 percent being unconditional grants and 62.6 percent coming from several conditional grants (e.g., for primary care). Donors contributed 12 percent, and LG revenue 6.5 percent. Overall, district-level spending increased greatly as a proportion of public health expenditure, to represent most of recurrent expenditure except personnel salaries.

This system of block grants was fairly advanced among African countries, and districts could contract with non-public providers, as well as hire and fire staff. However, the actual level of decision power given to local governments was limited by fiscal constraints. Funding for salaries and vertical programs were rigid and accounted for the majority of LG resources; only 25 percent of total funding was subject to LG discretion (Bossert and Beauvais 2002). Donors funding, most often linked to particular programs, also allowed limited allocative autonomy.

Decentralization somewhat followed the British model, with primary care the responsibility of districts and hospitals remaining in MOH hands, to be converted into autonomous organizations. MOH, the Ministry of Local Government and the Ministry of Finance are jointly responsible for monitoring the performance of districts, and districts officials are held accountable for their district’s performance (especially with respect to improvements in people’s health status). Ethnic rivalries and inequalities across regions and ethnic groups posed significant challenges to decentralization. On the other hand, the general desire to move away from the chaos of the 1970s and 1980s, grassroots social cohesion
with clear rights and responsibilities, and economic growth since the mid-1990s helped the process.

However, survey evidence indicates a number of problems. Districts’ health systems are not faring well financially, as the central government puts a cap on payroll expenditure and locally raised user fees revenues were suspended in 2001 (Dunlop n.d.). Local procurement of drugs is difficult, so it remains centralized. Evidence shows that local governments were not transferring budgeted resources to schools, and the central government started an initiative of disseminating budgetary information in the press. New surveys indicated that this strategy had a positive impact (Khemani 2005).

Akin’s study of decentralization in Uganda (Akin 2001) has indicated that for the provision of public goods—such as public health services—decentralization of decision power to local governments may in fact be inefficient (from a society’s perspective). This is because when given the possibility to choose, citizens tend to prioritize the provision of goods and services which benefit them directly (private goods) rather than those which benefit larger groups or society as a whole (public goods). Sensitive to their citizenry, local governments also tend to prioritize spending on the former. In Uganda, Akin found evidence that local governments spent relatively more on curative, personal services rather than public health and preventive ones. Devolution also did not correct the allocative bias toward urban areas and hospitals. In addition, decentralized provision of public (health) goods tend to be reduced as one district investing in it benefits the surrounding districts, which are then discouraged to do the same, in a “free rider” phenomenon. The Brazilian experience (see below) seems to confirm the first finding: when disease surveillance and other typical public health services were decentralized to municipalities, the system broke down (partly because of weak capacity and expertise at the local level), and had to be recentralized.

An interesting feature of the Ugandan experience is that the country invested significantly in capacity-building at the local level, through Local Government Development Program grants, linked to an annual evaluation of performance in good governance—based on a predefined set of criteria—that determines whether the districts are eligible for a reward or penalty (Farrant and Clarke n.d.).

**Nigeria**

Nigeria has been a federal state since 1954 (with shared responsibilities between the federal and state governments for service provision), but in 1976 Local Government Authorities (LGAs) were established with significant devolution of decision powers. LGAs had the responsibility to provide most local public services, and were jointly financed by the central government and the states. In 1980, all primary health care provision was made the sole responsibility of LGAs, while states are responsible for training, planning and technical support to LGAs and the MOH is in charge of national policy making and monitoring and evaluation (M&E). The constitution of 1999 strengthened the process by clarifying the distribution of power between the federal government, 36 states and 774 local governments. Government revenue was allocated 24 percent to state governments and 20 percent to LGs.

However, the central government retains important authority and influence over subnational governments, and overlapping of responsibilities “creates policy conflicts, duplication of efforts and inefficient use of resources” (Egbenya 2010). Process planning and management have been inadequate, with little consultation with local stakeholders. Resource constraints prevent LGs to meet their decentralized functions.
A survey of health facilities and LGAs showed that the vast majority of facility managers recognized the LGA as the main decision maker in most management areas—investment decisions, setting fees, procurement, use of fees revenue, managing and transferring staff—followed by the community and facility management (83, 8.5 and 6.5 percent respectively—see Khemani 2005). Even payroll payment was appointed as the near-exclusive responsibility of LGs (95 percent). However, this apparently clear responsibility of local governments was not without problems: the study also indicated that salary payment was delayed 6 months or more for 42 percent of staff respondents in one state, and only 13 percent of respondents in both states reported no delay (Khemani 2005). This indicates a serious issue of financial sustainability and/or accountability (associated with possible misallocation of resources) for local governments in Nigeria. The study author concludes that these findings challenge the general conventional wisdom that decentralization helps improving accountability by bringing decision making closer to users and the community.

Tanzania

Tanzania started its decentralization process in the 1970s, and followed the deconcentration model (Mills et al. 1990). Regional and District Development Committees were established, with the responsibility for planning and implementing development programs. While field offices of the MOH had to report to the senior regional or district officer, the main line of authority and overall control remained with MOH headquarters. MOH and local health services were integrated. Later reforms actually devolved increased authority to local governments. They fostered a redefinition of the roles of the different government levels: the local level (District Councils) was charged with implementation/execution of most social, security and economic functions, while the regional level was responsible for support and supervision of these councils. However, the weakness of capacity at the regional level (including in terms of human resources) prevented the regions to play a significant role in the process. The management of teaching hospitals has been delegated to an autonomous entity.

LGs were funded by a health block grant with a clear rule for distributing funds across districts: 70 percent is based on population size, 10 percent on the poverty count, 10 percent on district vehicle routes, and 10 percent on under-five mortality. This formula-based allocation eliminated the need for budget negotiation among government levels and improved fiscal predictability at the local level. Overall, the MOH spends nearly 50 percent of recurrent health expenditure (and most of investment spending), against 40 percent for LGs and 6 percent for the regions. However, financial management and use of resources at the local level remains an issue: about 10 percent of LG expenditures during the period 1999–2002 have been questioned, most of which because expenditures were not vouchered or improperly vouchered. Another important problem is the inability of districts to implement the plans due to lack of resources and capacity at the local level (Farrant and Clarke n.d.).

Zambia

The main motivation for Zambia’s decentralization process was to improve “local participation and the extension of democratic values to health service development and management” (Lake et al. 2000: 39). The guiding policy document, National Health Policies and Strategies (NHPS) of 1992, defined as the main goal to provide “equity of
access to cost-effective, quality health care as close to the family as possible.” In a process similar to Ghana, Zambia’s Ministry of Health delegated operational responsibilities to an autonomous entity, the Central Board of Health, and retained policy-making and regulatory functions; as a result, its staff was reduced from 400 to 67 (Franz et al. 2004). The Board, in turn deconcentrated responsibilities to regional, district and hospital boards through annual contracts. Districts were seen as the key government units for implementation and management of health service delivery. Autonomous District Health Boards were established for that purpose, with the responsibility to oversee District Health Management Teams. Larger hospitals were managed by autonomous Hospital Management Boards, but these boards were appointed by MOH, and hospitals plans and budgets had to be approved by the Central and District Health Boards, thus limiting the real autonomy of hospitals.

District boards had limited managerial autonomy. They were responsible for developing and managing budgets and plans within centrally defined guidelines and allocation ranges, and with approval from the Central Board. Most procurement was centralized, though districts could purchase supplies occasionally. The reform was supported by Cooperating Partners (as donors are known in the country) through a Sector-Wide Approach program, with a special focus on the implementation of a district health basket fund to cover district health recurrent costs and essential program expenditures. As a result, the proportion of total public funding directed to the districts greatly increased, from 5.7 percent in 1991 to 52 percent in 1999 (Lake et al. 2000), and financing predictability and targeting to poor districts improved. Budget transfers were conditional on performance as audited by Regional Directorates.

The impact of the reform was limited in the first years, and the reform was nearly aborted for that reason. While some indicators have improved, especially in the late 1990s and early 2000s (including infant mortality, malaria deaths, immunization coverage), others have remained stagnant or deteriorated (including maternal mortality, STI incidence, supervised deliveries). These less-than-expected outcomes are mostly due to bottlenecks such as low quality referral hospitals, inadequate drug supplies, human resources and capital expenditures. An additional issue is one of sustainability: the increase in the basket funding has come almost exclusively from donors increased participation, while government funding has stagnated. A shortage of human resources, and a disconnect between health reform and the general government decentralization process, constitute other significant challenges.

Philippines

By the mid-1980s the Philippines had a centralized health system based on a network of some 2,000 Rural Health Units providing primary care, but very fragmented and weakly coordinated. It showed relatively poor results relative to its neighbors and important regional inequities. Aimed mostly at improving the effectiveness of the health system, the sweeping reform of 1991–93 devolved funding, all primary care facilities, 600 hospitals and 46,000 staff to some 1,600 Local Government Units (LGUs) (77 provinces, 60 autonomous cities and 1,548 municipalities). The Philippine Department of Health (DOH) was responsible for monitoring and supporting LGUs, and retained control of most larger hospitals, some of which were converted into autonomous units or privatized. Funding was devolved, mostly through an Internal Revenue Allotment from the central government. Fiscal decentralization was significant: the proportion of LGU
spending increased from 20 percent of government revenue before decentralization to 40 percent within three years; health accounted for two-thirds of LGU expenditure (Bossert and Beauvais, 2002). In spite of this large scale devolution, a recent review pointed to less than expected impacts of decentralization.

Compared to the African countries reviewed above, Philippine LGUs have much broader real autonomy, and much less constraints in planning, allocating resources, and managing operations. The major constraint was the requirement that LGUs maintained the devolved staff and applied the uniform national pay scale. Given the salary increase and benefits mandated by the Magna Carta for Health Care Workers of 1992, and the gradual transfer of staff funding responsibility to LGUs, this implied a significant and increasing financial constraint.

The decentralization process and the parallel reforms (such as the hospital reform) have been challenged all along by civil servants unions, and a strong medical establishment. The reform seemed to further increase system fragmentation, as LGUs had ample autonomy but little managerial and financial capacity (Philippines 2000). Further, they were mostly very small to build significantly their capacity (the average population size is 38,000). An important part of LGUs’ responsibilities were in fact carried out by regional offices of DOH. In order to reduce fragmentation and improve coordination, health care agreements were signed between DOH and LGUs, and some small LGUs pooled together to form “Inter-Local Health Zones”. However, the issue of low managerial capacity at the local level, and weak monitoring and evaluation capacity at the regional and central levels, are still pending issues. Transfer of staff was made possible by passing a generous set of benefits which later challenged economic sustainability. Finally, the budget transfers to LGUs did not keep up with the expansion of devolved functions. Successive policy documents, starting with the 2000 Health Sector Reform Agenda, have addressed these issues, with mixed results.

**Indonesia**

As in the Philippines, the main motivation for the Indonesian health decentralization reform was dissatisfaction with the system’s performance. Initial reforms, focused on improving incentives and control mechanisms, was not very successful. The Indonesian decentralization experience is noteworthy for its “big bang” approach, which involved transferring several million public servants to local authorities. Its basic laws were passed in 1999 and implemented by 2001. The process was coordinated by a Decentralization Unit (DU) within MOH, and other MOH departments (Directorates General—DGs) were turned into specialized supervisory and supporting agencies. National Health Grants were established to support poorer regions. Districts have ample budget authority, and do not need to refer to MOH or central government to set fees and define their budget size and composition, even though a large part of their budget comes from intergovernmental transfers (Kruse et al. 2009). However, local civil servants employment rules are determined by the central government.

The process did not happen without difficulties. During early implementation the DU failed in leading the process, and the DGs provided little technical support to provinces and districts. Overall, decentralized levels have been more proactive than MOH, which has been unclear about its new role and responsibilities (Lieberman n.d.). Dealing with staff-related issues—including overstaffing, low productivity, and incentives for transfer—has been a significant issue. Finally, local community engagement and
responsibility implications of decentralization have not been clearly acknowledged and followed up.

Brazil

Brazil is the most decentralized country in Latin America, and maybe a good example of health decentralization gone too far. It is a federal country with 27 states and 5,600 municipalities, most of them small (the average municipal population is 35,000). Prior to the 1980s, the system was very fragmented. The MOH was mostly responsible for public health activities (such as immunization campaigns and disease control), while the Ministry of Social Security provided curative services to employees of the formal sector and their dependents, through its own facilities and a large number of contracted private providers. Many states and some municipalities (mostly the larger ones) had their own facility network and provided health services mostly to the poor. Private providers provided care to groups covered by private insurance schemes, and public corporations and organizations had their own insurance scheme (such as the army and civil servants). There was no coordination between government levels or entities, or clear distribution of responsibilities among sector players.

In the mid-1980s, following 15 years of military regime, the country initiated a process of re-democratization, which in the health sector translated into a significant reform of the public health sector. This sanitary reform was characterized by (i) definition of roles and responsibilities in the public sector; (ii) establishment of coordinating mechanisms across levels of government (vertical coordination) and across political entities at the same level (horizontal coordination) as well as mechanisms to ensure social participation; (iii) decentralization of responsibilities for primary and secondary care to municipalities; and (iv) joint financing of the new “Unified Health System” by the three levels of government, in a large part through matching grants.

The decentralization model chosen was one of devolution to municipalities, which were turned into the main institutional level for public health care delivery. This transfer to municipalities was made possible by an important transfer of financial resources to local governments as part of the political decentralization process (Fleury et al. 1999). However, decentralization was not complete (some functions were not decentralized) or even (because too many Brazilian municipalities are too small and have limited capacity). Functions that were decentralized included primary and most secondary care, but the MOH—which in the process incorporated the health care arm of Social Security—retained many of its hospitals. Disease surveillance and other public health functions were partially decentralized, but the MOH retained control over several vertical, disease-centered programs. Under the new system, the MOH is responsible for defining national health policies, ensuring the overall coordination of the system, and is the main financer (with around 50 percent of the total), while states contribute 24 percent and municipalities 26 percent. Because of this co-financing arrangement, the MOH retained an important leverage over state and municipal secretariats of health, which by constitutional mandate are fully autonomous.

To address the issue of small size and different capacities, two different speeds and statuses were defined in the process of decentralization. In addition, a number of municipalities have joined efforts and established “municipal consortia” (groupings of several municipalities for a specific purpose) to gain economies of scale in the management of their local health systems. But these initiatives have not resolved the problem of small
scale and capacity. The pace and form of the decentralization process also produced important problems. “At the time of the handover, municipalities were neither administratively nor technically prepared to handle the responsibilities of managing health care services. States were, however, and this led to municipal bureaucratic inefficiencies and a renewed interest by governors in taking back these administrative functions and withholding state-level support for much-needed administrative reforms” (Gómez 2008).

Recent legislation mandates that the three levels of government spend at least a given proportion of their total revenue on health (15 percent for municipalities, 12 percent for the states, and for the federal government a rule ensuring that health expenditure will increase at the pace of the gross domestic product—GDP). However, many government entities have been shown to shirk on these requirements. The definition of allocation criteria for federal transfers was always a major issue, one that remains hotly discussed. Federal transfers were split in two broad grants. The first was for primary care, which was partly based on a fixed per capita amount per year, and partly (20 percent) on municipalities performance in terms of expanding coverage and implementing specific national health programs (such as the Family Health Program, Disease surveillance program, and others). The other part, aimed at financing specialized and hospital care, was mostly based on the volume of services produced. Overall, nearly 100 different payment mechanisms were defined, each with its parallel planning and account rendering requirements.

With respect to accountability mechanisms, to accommodate the political autonomy inherent of a federal state, and the co-financing arrangement, a complex set of negotiating councils and instruments was put in place, including mechanisms for coordinated planning, budgeting and account rendering. Health councils have been established at each level of government and attached to each health secretariat (totaling nearly 6,000 overall). In larger municipalities, local (submunicipal) councils have also been established.

The reform and its main decentralizing feature has had some positive impacts: it expanded coverage to the whole population, it contributed to reducing inequalities in resource allocation, it defined roles and responsibilities (although these still need to be further clarified), it established channels for community participation at all levels, and improved coordination between the different types and levels of care. The main limitations of the process include: high transaction costs due to the complex and multi-layered system, little impact on efficiency (which remains very low system-wise), incomplete decentralization in the sense that public facilities were not given the necessary autonomy to function adequately, and little improvement in the area of public governance. In addition, decentralization did not contribute to management autonomy, since all government levels are subject to the same public sector regulations regarding civil servants and procurement.

Colombia

In Colombia, decentralization toward state and municipal governments began in the late 1980s, and was passed into Law 10 of 1990. It was aimed at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of government programs, increase coverage, accessibility and quality of public services. The reform was deepened by the Law on Social Security for Health (Law 100) of 1993. The Colombian reform included systematic contracting with private providers through management contracts, and privatization of some providers. Evidence gathered by Molina (2009) showed a number of difficulties faced by the decentralization process: lack or fluctuating political will in support of the process, quality of staff linked
with political patronage, weak information systems and administrative processes, poor institutional capacity and real autonomy, imbalance in the distribution and allocation of health resources (with, in some cases, an expenditure shift from primary care to curative care), difficulties in effectively targeting the poor and improving their access to care, limited role of and support from national and provincial health authorities, weak community participation. Political patronage at the local level increased significantly.

Mexico and Argentina

In Mexico and Argentina, the decentralization process was similar in several respects. First, in both cases the main motivation was to improve fiscal imbalances by raising revenues at the decentralized levels. Second, authority was devolved to the provincial/state level rather than the local level. Third, decentralization was partial and fragmented, since it focused on certain programs and activities, while coverage extension and other health programs were devolved separately under the umbrella of a centralized social security institution (in Brazil, the health care branch of Social Security was merged into the MOH and the new system). Fourth, the role of the central health authority was greatly reduced in the process, with few control, normative or regulative powers, and weak steering capacity, leaving it to each state to develop its own brand of decentralized health system (contrary to Brazil where decentralization gave rise to the Unified Health System).

In Mexico, the health system reform and decentralization began in 1983–88, and was followed by a second wave in 1994–98, which expanded decentralization to all states, with a focus on new financing mechanisms and increased social participation. The operation of social services was delegated to “decentralized organizations”, in fact structured as autonomous entities with their own legal status, governing boards, and funding sources (Mills 1990). Arredondo and Orozco (2006) found that the reform increased diversification of financing sources, including of locally raised funds. This however had some negative effects on equity given the increase in user fees. The authors also found limited opportunities for participation in decision making and the establishment of health priorities, poor information on the decentralization process among health care providers and other stakeholders, and unclear lines of authority. Control mechanisms set in place maintained a significant level of authority in the hands of the central government.

In Argentina, a parallel reform followed a more liberal orientation: the management of some hospitals was privatized (Obras Sociales), and several public health functions—regulating, monitoring and auditing health care delivery—was delegated to an autonomous agency, the National Health Services Authority (Superintendencia Nacional de Servicios de Salud). Province financing comes from the Fiscal Pact arrangement, and they have ample autonomy for its allocation. In the mid-1990s, 71 percent of these funds went to provincial governments, 16 percent to municipal governments, and 13 percent to the MOH (Fleury et al. 1999). An important weakness of the reform was that it had no design for the future, allowing for fragmentation and differentiation of the process across provinces.

Lessons Learned

The international experience shows that decentralization is a complex process, which reflects each country’s administrative, political, geographic, demographic, and—in this case—health sector characteristics. Because of this wide variation, it is uneasy to compare the features and impacts of decentralization across countries, and most comparisons only take into account a few features or dimensions. A useful exercise was provided by
Bossert and Beauvais (2002). Applying the concept of decision space, the authors looked at the decentralization processes in four developing countries from Africa and Asia, to map out the level of decision space in several health functions. Table 2.1 summarizes the findings of the study. The conclusion is that compared to the other countries—Uganda, Zambia, and the Philippines—Ghana shows a narrow decision space with respect to all functions and sub-functions considered, except in financing. In this area, Ghana enjoys a moderate diversity of funding sources, relative freedom at the local level for charging and using income from user fees, and executing expenditures. For all other functions, local governments in Uganda, Zambia, and especially the Philippines, enjoy much greater decision space than in Ghana. This suggests that in spite of the progress accomplished since independence and the several waves of decentralization reforms, Ghana’s public sector remains less decentralized than comparable countries. However, the authors point out the lack of information and evidence to properly assess the impact of the different approaches.

Table 2.1: Mapping the decision space: Ghana, Philippines, Uganda, and Zambia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Degree of Decision Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Narrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Financing</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources of revenue</td>
<td>Zambia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditures</td>
<td>Ghana, Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income from fees</td>
<td>Ghana, Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service organization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital autonomy</td>
<td>Ghana, Zambia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance plans</td>
<td>Ghana, Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment mechanisms</td>
<td>Ghana, Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracts with private providers</td>
<td>Ghana, Zambia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human resources</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaries</td>
<td>All four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracts</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil service</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access rules</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local government</td>
<td>Ghana, Zambia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility boards</td>
<td>All four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health offices</td>
<td>Ghana, Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community participation</td>
<td>Ghana, Uganda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bossert and Beauvais (2002).

According to the review above, the impact of decentralization has been mixed, especially in developing countries (Ahmad et al. 2005). The main findings are summarized below, structured according to the main policy areas identified in the conceptual framework.

Model and Approach

Countries undergoing decentralization have adopted a wide variety of models and forms of decentralization, which often mixed the four theoretical models described above (deconcentration, delegation, devolution, and privatization); Bossert (2000) has shown that assessing the amount of choice given to specific
functions—in other words, the decision space—is more important for characterizing decentralization processes than the traditional administrative approach of decentralization models.

- Decentralization is not always a good thing, and can be counterproductive if structural problems relating to governance, management and finance are not addressed properly.
- A “one-size-fits-all” approach to decentralization is unlikely to be successful, especially when local realities are very different (in terms of size, management capacity, and cultural preferences).

**Level and Organization of Local Governments**

- Countries have decentralized to different levels of government: states or provinces in some federal countries (Canada, Australia, Argentina, Mexico, and Ethiopia), municipalities or counties in others (Philippines, Uganda, Colombia, and Scandinavian countries), or both (Spain and Brazil); others yet have retained a centralized system with some decentralized functions (United Kingdom).
- The number of decentralized units has often been excessive and the size of such units too small; when local units are too small, or in large metropolitan areas, lower-tier LGs may partner or amalgamate in larger units to achieve economies of scale and improve efficiency.

**Policy and Strategy**

- Many countries undertaking decentralization lack a comprehensive national policy on decentralization and a clear plan or strategy for its implementation; in many countries, decentralization policies and regulations are fragmented and uncoordinated, sometimes conflicting. Many of the countries reviewed in United Cities and Local Governments, 2009 had not developed a decentralization plan, and among those who did, like Bolivia, South Africa, and Indonesia, this plan was not comprehensive and lacked a clear implementation strategy; the lack of a clear vision and strategic planning contributes to poor information and limited support from stakeholders.
- In many cases, clear information on the process objectives and strategies is not passed on to key stakeholders, further leading to resistance to change; change management is a key element of the process but has often been overlooked.
- Decentralization can be a highly disruptive process, which can easily disorganize already fragile health systems and institutions, and cause breakdowns in service delivery (Bossert and Beauvais 2002); these disruptions have often resulted in backlash against decentralization reforms, and limiting them requires carefully planning and a clear strategy for implementation.

**Roles and Decision Space**

- Clear definition of responsibilities and roles across government levels and institutions is crucial to effective decentralization, but oftentimes these responsibilities are unclear or blurred, or may change over time; decentralization is often weakened by conflicting or unclear distribution of responsibilities, associated in many cases with an incomplete process (Pakistan is one example); this in turn results in either duplication of services, or absence of supply when different levels of government fail to deliver in face of unclear regulations.
Formal (legal) decentralization can be quite different from the actual autonomy local authorities enjoy, and this may contribute to less than expected impacts; in many cases, decentralization is undermined by centrally defined policies, constraints and rules, which restrict the effective degree of autonomy of local governments; examples include payment for civil servants of local governments (which tend to account for the major part of local health expenditures), rules on procurement of critical inputs (such as drugs), rigid and standardized public sector regulations (e.g., for procurement or staff hiring), centrally defined budget ceilings, or limiting conditions on transferred funds; these constraints greatly reduce the actual autonomy of LGs and, thus, the effectiveness of the process.

The functions and responsibilities decentralized to LGs vary widely across countries, from judiciary, pension and economic development in large Chinese cities, to a more typical set of core local services, including water and sanitation, waste management, streets maintenance, urban planning, primary care and primary education, in many developing countries; the degree of autonomy enjoyed by LGs also varies a lot across countries.

Not all functions work well when decentralized, and decentralization may have different effects depending on the particular functions decentralized; broader decision space in planning and financing has been shown to be associated with better performance at the local level, while broader decision space in procurement, supply management, information systems, training and client contact was associated with poorer performance in Ghana (Bossert and Amenyah 2004); in Brazil, devolution of disease surveillance and immunization had negative effects and these functions were later recentralized.

Decentralization involves difficult balancing acts; harmonizing and balancing local government planning process with national planning priorities represents a significant challenge; quite often, a so-called decentralized or bottom-up planning and budgeting process ends up being little more than an endorsement by local governments of centrally defined objectives, policies and priorities.

Local Capacity

Lack of management and financial capacity of subnational governments has hampered decentralization in many countries, and reduced its effectiveness and impact (Uganda, Tanzania, and Ethiopia are some examples); decentralization only makes sense when the decentralized entities have a sufficient scale and capacity; although capacity can to some extent be built during the process, significant capacity is required before transfer of powers can be effected.

Managerial capacity is not required from local governments only; experience shows that significant capacity has to be built at regional levels (when responsible for supervision and coordination of local governments), and at the central level (process design and strategy, policy making, and M&E); where these capacities were not addressed appropriately, the decentralization process suffered.

A crucial aspect of decentralization is the changing role of central ministries and—depending on the level of decentralization—regional authorities; in many
countries, MOH and/or regional health authorities faced great difficulty in adapting to their new roles and functions, and “got lost” in the process; additionally, there is a more conceptual dilemma on the role of central government (MOH): to induce local governments to adopt or follow national policies or priorities (through matching or conditional grants for instance, which in Brazil is seen as a rest of centralism) or allow full autonomy at local entities and risk a greater fragmentation of the system?

**Transparency and Accountability**

- Even though decentralization is expected to increase accountability and transparency, this is not a natural effect of the process; in fact, experience has shown that in many cases accountability—especially fiscal/financial—has deteriorated in the process; improved accountability requires that specific mechanisms be imbedded in the design of decentralization.

- Decentralization usually improves accountability to local communities, and can increase social participation in decision making and priority setting if proper mechanisms are in place; in a number of countries, weak community participation and transparency has been a frustrating result of decentralization, often because of the capture of the devolved autonomy by local leaders or interest groups (as the Indonesian experience has shown).

- Weak accountability and control of local governments, coupled with fiscal autonomy, have in some cases led to over-borrowing and threatened financial stability and sustainability (as in Argentina and Brazil, where the federal government ends up “picking the tab”).

- Limited local accountability and transparency may greatly reduce the advantages of decentralization (as Farrant and Clarke have shown in Tanzania, Ethiopia, Rwanda, and Ghana).

- Information dissemination (on budget, expenditure, planning priorities) is key to improving accountability of local governments, both downward (to local communities) and upward (to central government); strong information systems are thus critical.

**Financing**

- Financial autonomy is key to ensure effective managerial autonomy, and thus the impact of decentralization; decentralizing executive responsibilities without the proper financial autonomy usually greatly reduces the benefits of decentralization; in other words, “money needs to follow functions”; this is especially true in the case of devolution.

- In most developing countries (and many developed ones), local governments do not have the capacity to be financially independent and finance the decentralized functions through their own resources; intergovernmental transfers from the central government usually accounts for more than two-thirds of local revenues; locally generated taxes and user charges accounted around year 2000 for 23 percent in Uganda to 36 percent in Ghana (Farrant and Clarke n.d.).

- The design of appropriate mechanisms for transferring central funds to local governments is an important issue in decentralization; the establishment of conditional or matching grants is often a means for MOH to retain leverage for
inducing implementation of national policies and priorities (such as pro-poor programs) and ensure allocative efficiency, but they may also end up reducing local governments’ autonomy. Evidence from Uganda shows that once transfers were made conditional on certain conditions, the pro-poor orientation of local expenditure increased (Farrant and Clarke n.d.); in Brazil, a complex system of conditional grants ensures consistency of health policies across the country—but at the expense of reduced focus on local needs and priorities. Also, multiple payment mechanisms (27 in Uganda, 100 in Brazil) impose a significant managerial burden on local governments, since each mechanism usually has its own reporting and accounting requirements.

- Leakages of centrally transferred funds at the local level are common; in Brazil for instance, many municipalities use transfers earmarked for health services or particular health programs for other ends (such as sanitation, road maintenance and others); similar findings were encountered in Uganda (Akin et al., 2001) and other countries; these leakages demonstrate the inadequacy or insufficiency of existing accountability mechanisms.

- In some countries decentralization was adopted as a strategy for mobilizing local revenues (because local communities tend to be more willing to pay taxes or levies if these are used for local activities and services); international experience shows that decentralization has often resulted in increasing local revenues, whether through local taxes or user charges; but this was often balanced by a reduction in central government financing (as in Brazil), so that the overall health envelope was not changed.

- In several countries, the increase in local revenues through user charges has had a negative impact on equity.

**Human Resources**

- Human resources are a critical factor in decentralization processes, for different reasons; firstly, a key issue in decentralization is the status and hiring regime of health workers under LGs; different countries have adopted different approaches: uniform centralized national civil service (as in Papua New Guinea and the Philippines); decentralized civil service (as in Uganda); mixed models, with central civil servants being transferred under their original regime but new employees being hired under LGs’ own regime (as in Brazil and Jamaica); separation from national civil service, where decentralized units are staffed under a new regime (as in Ghana) and old civil servants are transferred but “delinked” from the central civil service (as in Zambia).

- Second, civil servants often feel threatened by decentralization, since it often means the transfer of large numbers of staff to local governments (62,000 in the Philippines, or 62 percent of the Department of Health’s original staff) and the risk of losing acquired benefits; they have often mobilized against it (as in the Philippines and Uganda); they are a key stakeholder in the process and can derail it if they don’t buy in.

- Third, human resources are the key element on which to build capacity at each level of government; even though most countries have provided some training to local government or transferred staff, general information on the process objectives and strategies is often insufficiently or not disseminated to civil servants.
Impact of Decentralization

- Decentralization in many countries has been associated with unrealistic objectives and expectations, which tend to lead to frustrating results; the expected advantages of decentralization do not flow naturally or necessarily from the process, but actually depend on building into it specific elements and mechanisms (for accountability, financing, participation, and others as discussed above) to ensure these results.

- Formal decentralization is no guarantee of improvements in efficiency, accountability, quality or equity, due to intervening factors either not under the control of the decentralizing policy or authority, or not taken into account in the process design and implementation: some examples include varying local characteristics, resistance to change, poor community participation, weak implementation, low capacity at the local level, low M&E capacity at the central level, inadequate incentives structure; for instance, decentralization can contribute to increased efficiency only insofar as the decentralized entities have the incentives, autonomy and capacity to perform more efficiently.

- Decentralization may hinder the reduction of inequalities or even increase them, since better equipped and capable local governments are likely to make better use of resources (both transferred from central government and their own), have greater capacity to increase their revenues, and may also have easier access to central funds because of their relative success; therefore, a clear and transparent set of criteria is needed to define allocation of central government funds and transfers to the different local governments, in order to promote greater equity. In some countries this has been achieved through the establishment of equalization funds.

- Decentralization usually implies increased costs in three categories, which may or may not be balanced by gains in efficiency and cost control: (i) infrastructure development (buildings, equipments and vehicles), as local governments tend—or need—to build infrastructure for the newly decentralized services; (ii) administrative, as local health offices need to be set up or strengthened to take care of the new responsibilities; this may imply replicating in each local government a unit similar—but smaller—than the central MOH; and (iii) staff, as local governments need to hire new staff to take care of decentralized responsibilities while personnel working at the central level may be reluctant to be transferred to the provinces.

The additional cost in infrastructure was very clear in Brazil, where municipalities, which became the main public provider and spender of health services, started building a large number of small hospitals to respond to their constituency’s expectations. During the 1980s and 1990s, over 1,500 hospitals were opened by municipalities, most of them very small (average size, 17 beds). Political interests (“me-too” new hospitals), policies aiming at improving access to hospital care were the main factors in this process. After more than twenty years of building hospitals, the government now realizes that most of them are too small to operate efficiently or offer good quality services, and is figuring out a strategy to close or transform them into ambulatory referral units. The main advantages and disadvantages of decentralization and its different modalities are summarized in table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Main advantages and disadvantages of the modalities of decentralization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decentralization Model</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decentralization (relative to centralization)</td>
<td>Effective way to meet local needs</td>
<td>May increase regional disparities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greater efficiency, lower costs</td>
<td>Possible capture by local elites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Better targeting of the poor</td>
<td>Weaker central government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More equitable spatial distribution of resources</td>
<td>May weaken accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improved access to services</td>
<td>High administrative costs (new bureaucracies, office space, staff, equipment, posts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced congestion at the center</td>
<td>Local councils may not feel accountable to local communities if they are not elected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased accountability to local community</td>
<td>Weaker control of fiscal policy and financial management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greater participation, civic consciousness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobilization of local resources/ Willingness to pay for services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More effective coordination, reduced duplications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced patronage from center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deconcentration</td>
<td>MOH leadership in policy making and coordination</td>
<td>Decision making afar from users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear authority lines</td>
<td>Low community engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Often appointed, unelected officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Policies and services may not meet local realities and needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower accountability to community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control and constraints of local autonomy by central government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegation</td>
<td>Separation between policy/financing and provision/operational functions</td>
<td>Limited community involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear lines of authority and accountability</td>
<td>Decision power can be centralized at headquarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easier coordination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devolution</td>
<td>Decision making closer to users</td>
<td>Weak enforcement of national policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Potentially greater efficiency in resource use (if local level has the capacity)</td>
<td>Difficult for MOH to adapt to new role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clearer rules for resource allocation</td>
<td>Unclear role of regional levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>More difficult to control and monitor,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Higher risk of fragmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost of replicating administrative units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Author’s elaboration.
Note: Both advantages and disadvantages are expected and potential, but do not necessarily materialize in any particular experience.
In summary, if decentralization is to achieve certain objectives, specific elements and conditions need to be built into the process design and implementation. Bahl (n.d.) has indicated key requirements for fiscal decentralization to be successful, but these requirements to some extent also condition the success and impact of decentralization as a whole; they are: “(i) enough skilled labor, access to materials, and capital to expand public service delivery when desired, (ii) an efficient tax administration, (iii) taxing power sufficient to capture significant portions of community income increments, (iv) an income-elastic demand for public services, (v) popularly elected local officials, and (vi) some local discretion in shaping the budget and setting the tax rate”. These conditions are not present in many developing and transition countries, and wherever they exist, they are mostly found in the wealthier provinces.

As noted by Bossert and Beauvais (2002), “the issue is not whether or not to decentralize, but rather how to design and implement better decentralization policies to achieve national health policy objectives”. In addition, it is important to note that, empirically, decentralization implies a complex balancing act regarding different trade-offs: central authority for policy making and planning vs. local autonomy, vertical programs vs. integrated care at local level, “equal” allocation of resources vs. equity promotion through “unequal” allocation. Different countries have addressed these issues in quite different ways.

There is thus no such thing as an ideal model or arrangement for decentralization. The choice that a country makes depends on political, historical, cultural, and economic factors that are peculiar to that country. A model that works well for one country may not work as well for another. However, experience suggests that once the model is chosen, its success depends on the correct balance and arrangements between the key elements of decentralization. In other words, the success of decentralization depends more on the consistency between objectives, design and implementation of the process, than on the theoretical model itself.

According to Bossert (2000), there is “reason to believe that it is not so much decentralization itself but how decentralization is designed and implemented, that will make the difference in equity, efficiency, quality and financial soundness”. Once a decentralization policy is designed and passed, its implementation and impact depend on a number of factors often unrelated to the policy itself, and relating especially to the way local managers take advantage—or not—of the broader autonomy given to them, in other words, how they respond to the new reality; they may choose to conduct things as usual, or they may decide to innovate, that is to say, doing new things or doing things in a different way they used to prior to decentralization. An issue here is how to measure the effect of decentralization, as opposed to changes introduced by the central government independently of it. The behavior of local managers in face of their decentralized powers will in turn produce—or not—the expected effects on efficiency, quality, access, and overall performance.

In that sense it is important to distinguish formal and actual authority. Local Governments’ autonomy is often limited by fiscal, policy and budget constraints defined by the central government. Bach et al. (2009) devised a “scope of spending power” indicator to assess the real degree of fiscal autonomy local governments enjoy. The key idea is to measure the latitude LGs have in changing public expenditure at their level. The indicator takes into account five main areas of autonomy: policy autonomy (the authority to define local policies and such aspects as the set of services provided), budget autonomy
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(related to authority for budget allocation against earmarked grants or spending limits), input autonomy (control over the different inputs used in service provision, including staff, contracting, etc), output autonomy (control over the type, quantity and quality of services), and autonomy over M&E (the ability to set goals and standards and evaluate performance).

As a result, decentralization can help improve the performance of health systems in some cases, but in others it “has been linked with increasing bureaucratic costs, inefficiency and political manipulation. . . . It has also been associated with increasing organizational fragmentation and constraints on the development of national health policy objectives and strategic planning” (Collins et al. 2000). Table 2.3 summarizes the expected effects of decentralization and its risks.

Table 2.3: Expected impacts and risks in decentralization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Expected Impact</th>
<th>But . . .</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financing (resource mobilization)</td>
<td>Increased because of fiscal autonomy and willingness to pay for local services</td>
<td>Heavy dependence on central transfers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limited by the income level of local population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency and costs</td>
<td>Increased due to closer/better control by communities</td>
<td>Possible weak participation and oversight by community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased by reduced layers of bureaucracy</td>
<td>Risk of capture by local elite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased due to greater cost-consciousness</td>
<td>Local units may replicate central bureaucracy and rigid rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May decrease due to weak controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Autonomy</td>
<td>Increased “by definition”</td>
<td>May be greatly limited by central controls, policies and requirements;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Depends on model of decentralization and actual decision space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability and transparency</td>
<td>Increased because closer to users and community participation</td>
<td>Risk of capture by local elite or interest groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Possibly ineffective local oversight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Weak accountability mechanisms toward the center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Needs strong information systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity in resource allocation and access</td>
<td>Within LGs: Increased because closer to population</td>
<td>Possibility of resource capture by local elite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Across LGs: increased because clearer allocation rules</td>
<td>Depends on clear and proactive policy and mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May increase because LGs have different capacities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality and integration of care</td>
<td>Increased because local pressure and oversight</td>
<td>Districts have very different capacities and weaker ones may lose out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased because easier to coordinate horizontally</td>
<td>More difficult to coordinate across levels of care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Risk of fragmentation: LGs as islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health status</td>
<td>Increased because services are better focused on local needs and priorities</td>
<td>Depends on factors beyond LG control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Allocation may prioritize curative services rather than public health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author's elaboration.
Notes

3. Between 1999 and 2002 LGAs were entitled to 20 percent of total revenue collected by the central government (the main financer of public services in Nigeria), but a significant proportion is “deducted at source” for paying teachers of primary schools and other LGA-mandated expenditures.
4. An important and persistent problem in the Brazilian “municipalization” process is the small population size—and thus, the limited managerial and financial capacity: 81 percent of the country’s municipalities have a population of under 30,000, and 46 percent have less than 10,000.
5. In the case of Ghana, the study looked at the main decentralization feature, which is the delegation of operational authority from MOH to GHS and the deconcentration of GHS toward district-level offices.
6. Even though devolution to municipalities is the main feature of the Brazilian reform, the state governments also have a constitutional mandate in the health system (mostly regional coordination and referral systems), and financing is a joint responsibility.
7. Brazil has currently 7,400 hospitals, of which 1,800 are municipal, and 400 are owned by MOH or state governments; but most private hospitals care for “public” patients under a contract with government.
 CHAPTER 3

Regulatory and Policy Framework on Decentralization in Ghana

Since its first attempts at decentralization, Ghana has oscillated between two different models of decentralization: delegation and devolution. While some legal documents define the Ghanaian process as one of devolution to districts, the MOH itself has delegated the responsibility of managing its facility network to an autonomous entity, GHS. This section briefly reviews the main elements of the past and current decentralization legislative and regulatory framework in Ghana, focusing on (i) general regulations regarding GOG decentralization; and (ii) health-specific regulations and policies.

General Legal Regulatory Framework

Ghana has a relatively long history of decentralization, which goes back to colonial times, when it was characterized by a dual administrative system: a central government authority acting through its regional and local branches, and local government agencies based on—usually small—local authorities (councils). The move to decentralization since independence took place in several waves of different intensities, usually linked to particular governments or political regimes (Ahwoi, 2010); the main legislative and regulatory pieces of each wave are listed and summarized in Annex I.

- First wave: 1957–1981—Initial steps
- Second wave: 1982–87—Reflection and preparation
- Third wave: 1988–1999—Legal basis for current policy
- Fourth wave: 2000–present—Implementation

The first wave of decentralization reforms started with independence and was marked with conflicting movements back and forth. Its major thrust was the set of legal documents produced in 1972–74. It focused initially on regionalization (Constitutions of 1957 and 1960). The Local Government Act 54, of 1961 maintained the duality between central ministries acting through their local offices, and local governments with expanded roles but still limited decision powers. The functions of the District Councils (DCs) included: environment inspection, water and sanitation; protection and security (local police force); social services provision (education, health and welfare); and road infrastructure. However, the Act contributed, along with the weak financial and administrative capacity of local agencies, to duplication of responsibilities and services, regional disparities, and an overall bad image of local governments.

In face of this rather confusing background, the military Government of the National Liberation Council (1966–1971) commissioned three reports in 1967–68, which pointed to the excessive centralization of authority and recommended a move toward devolution of central authority to the local level. Some of the Commissions’ recommendations were incorporated into the 1969 Constitution and the Local Administration Act of 1971, and
62 DCs were established. But the Act was criticized for “attempting to balance a system of quasi-autonomous elected councils and administration by agencies of central government” (Ahwoi 2010). For instance, the District Administrative Officer was a representative of the central government.

In addition, initiatives at implementing that policy met with serious challenges. The Local Administration Act (359), passed in 1971, was only implemented in 1974, due to a change of government in 1972 and after significant modifications. That reform sought to unify central government branches and local government agencies under the authority of the DCs, and most government functions were to be decentralized, including health; District Departments were to be created for that purpose. The regions were strengthened to provide support to local administrations.

However, the 1974 reform, enacted mostly through the Local Administration Amendment Decree (NRCD 258) never took hold, because of several factors, among which are:4

- lack of political legitimacy and structure at the local level, since two-thirds of council members were to be appointed by the central government and one-third by local chiefs;
- centralization of decision-making in the regions (which was supposed to be an intermediate stage but was never transferred to the districts);
- no strengthening—or transferring—of capacity and competence at the local level;
- policy contradictions, with the issuance of decrees which actually recentralized activities that had been under local responsibility;
- lack of staffing and recruitment policies for DCs, which ended up hiring large numbers of staff, including many relatives of council members;
- insufficient efforts at addressing the administrative and logistics needs of DCs;
- enactment of a Financial Administration Decree (1979) which centralized all fiscal controls in Accra, including payment of local civil servants.

In fact, the 1974 reforms were characterized to some extent by a movement of recentralization of functions previously decentralized, to central ministries or newly created national entities, such as the Ghana Education Service (1976), and removal of local election of council members. The Third Republic Constitution of 1979 reinstated elections for local governments, empowered District Councils, and established a Development Fund to support district development through grants-in-aid, and established Regional Councils with responsibilities of regional coordination, planning, supervision and regional development. It was followed in 1981 by a Local Government Amendment (Act 403), which amended parts of the 1971 Act and changed the composition and functions of the Regional Councils.

The second wave of reforms (1982–87) was actually a moment of reflection and preparation for a more solid basis for decentralization (Ahwoi 2010). The PNDC government that took over in 1982 dissolved the recently elected councils and issued Policy Guidelines and a new Local Government Law (PNDCL 14), seeking to restructure the Public Administration System and promoting a “fully decentralized government system”. Other policy proposals were made under the Public Administration Restructuring and Decentralization Implementation Committee (PARDIC), translating first into the 1987 Blue Book on “District Political Authority and Modalities for District Level Elections”, and then into the Local Government Law (PNDCL 207) of 1988. Three main obstacles
were identified in the Blue Book to previous efforts at decentralization: literacy in English (required to be elected to the councils, while 50% of the population was not literate in that language); poverty (50 percent of population lived on less than 1 US$ a day, and could not commit resources to be elected); and capture of local representation by urban elites or political parties.

The Law (and related policies) sought to remedy these obstacles, and restrict central ministries’ role to policy planning coordination, monitoring and evaluation. It envisioned to “transfer functions, powers, means and competence to the District Assemblies (DAs)” and to a lesser extent to regional entities. Twenty-two departments from central ministries were to be transferred and established as DA Departments. DAs increased in number to 110, and were supposed to exercise state power—deliberative, legislative, executive and administrative—as the people’s local government (Ahwoi 2010). The law also promoted community participation in administration, facilitated joint ventures among districts, established a district composite budget, and provided a system of checks and balances between local authority and central power. This legal document provided the most comprehensive and clear vision of decentralization to date.

Following the district level elections of 1988–89, a National Commission for Decentralization (NCD) was established to strengthen decentralization and “evolve a true democracy”. Regarding decentralization, the NCD Report acknowledged the weaknesses of local government systems port-independence and the incompleteness of decentralization: “low development capacity, weak resource and revenue base, poor financial administration and corruption, lack of technical expertise, poor quality staff, poor remuneration, unclear delineation of functions, dysfunctional effect of partisan politics and gerrymandering with local government boundaries”. The reforms passed during this period resulted in the 1992 Constitution and the Local Government Act of 1993 (Act 462), the first major legal basis for implementation of decentralization.

With the 1992 Constitution and its Article 240 begins the third wave of decentralization. The Constitution provides the key principle of the current model of decentralization in Ghana: “local government and administration should, as far as practicable, be decentralized”, to ensure “functions, powers, responsibilities and resources are at all times transferred from the Central Government to local government units in a coordinated manner.” The Local Government Act of 1993 (Act 462) mandated the transfer of functions and responsibilities to the DAs, and is to date the most comprehensive legal document governing decentralization. The act defined the political government entities at the local level to be districts, municipalities and metropolitan areas, and establishes the District (or municipal or metropolitan) Assembly as its highest political and administrative authority, with deliberative, legislative and executive functions. 70 percent of DA members shall be elected by the local population and 30 percent appointed by the president.

The DA exercises its administrative and executive functions through an Executive Committee, chaired by a District Chief Executive appointed by the president. The Executive Committee shall have several sub-committees, including, Development Planning, Finance and Administration, Justice and Security, Works, and Social Services. The latter is responsible for social sectors planning, information, needs assessment, and integration with other district sectors and areas (Ahwoi 2010 and Act 462). A specific subcommittee may be formed for health, including at times environment and sanitation. The DA—and district-level activities under its authority—is to be funded through its own sources of
revenue (property rates, levies, fees, and licenses), in addition to transfers from the central government, and has authority to borrow. The act also establishes in each region a Regional Coordinating Council (RCC) and a Regional Planning Coordinating Unit (RPCU) and defines their composition and functions. It defines that existing local branches of central ministries and departments should be transferred, together with their staff, to the DAs (art. 161), and form part of a Local Government Service (LGS).

The District Assemblies’ Common Fund Act (Act 455) defined the financing mechanisms for DAs. Finally, the National Development Planning (System) Act (Act 480 of 1994) instituted a decentralized planning system in which the DAs were key players of the planning process. The 1992 Constitution and these three legislative pieces form the legal basis for the current decentralization framework in the country.

However, they only provide the general legal basis for the establishment, structure and functions of LGs. Actual establishment of DAs requires a specific legal instrument (LI) issued by the MLG for each district created. Therefore, in the late 1980s a flurry of LIs were issued for the establishment of 110 districts. Others were issued in the mid-2000s for the 60 newly created districts. Among other things, these instruments provided a detailed list of 86 functions to be performed by the DAs. These functions may be as specific as “paint walls . . . and cut trees”, but in other areas they are very vague. Overall, these functions are not structured along functional or strategic areas, and focus on specific activities to be performed rather than general responsibilities, objectives or results (those functions relating to health are discussed in a specific section later on).

Legislation and regulations in the early 2000s have been more incremental and instrumental. The new legislation focused on complementing the basic framework given by the Constitution of 1992 and the Local Government Act of 1993, by detailing regulations for supporting public sector operation under decentralization (financial management, auditing, local government service) or on providing guidance for the implementation of reforms. The main legislation pieces produced in that period include the Local Government Service Act, the Internal Audit Act and the Institute of Local Government Studies Act, the Public Procurement Act (all from 2003), and the Operational Guidelines for DPCUs and RPCUs and the Creation of Districts Instrument of 2003). The latter created 19 new districts on top of the 110 defined by the Constitution.

An important policy document was produced by the MLGRD in 2003: the National Decentralization Action Plan. It recognized the slow pace of progress in the institutional and legal framework, and the inconsistency and weak coordination of initiatives aimed at deepening the process, and proposed a more incremental and realistic approach to decentralization, with a strong emphasis on establishing systems and mechanisms for supporting decentralization, building consensus, convergence of the currently competing approaches, strengthen institutions especially at the local level, harmonization and coordination of decentralization efforts and initiatives. The Plan aimed to “promote convergence of the decentralization efforts, consolidation of the processes of resource allocation and management, building capacities for poverty-targeted development and governance at the local level and promotion of partnership and participation between local government, civil society, the private sector and traditional authorities.” Within that broad objective, the document proposed to work along four strategic program areas: (i) policy and institutional arrangements for decentralization implementation, (ii) a district development funding facility, (iii) capacity building and human resources development, and (iv) partnership and participation for accountable local governance. Additionally, it strengthened inter-
ministerial coordination on decentralization through cabinet-level structures (secretariat and committees) and processes.

The objective was reinforced of merging local deconcentrated departments and agencies—often subsisting along strong hierarchical lines—into one administrative unit under the DA’s authority. This was also a key element in the Local Government Service Act of 2003 (Act 656), which established a separate service for local government civil servants. As a result, it was expected that 33,000 civil servants (78 percent of the total) would be redeployed to local governments starting January 1 2007. The Act established a single LGS separate from the Civil Service, covering employees of the RCCs, DAs, and sub-district structures. Rather than decentralizing personnel management to LGs, the Act has centralized it in a new bureaucracy, responsible—through its district offices—for staff appointment and promotion. The staff of the decentralized departments listed are assumed to be transferred to the DAs’ authority and, thus, become staff of the LGS. Both education and health staff, however, were left out of the Act and remained as separate services (GES and GHS). Act 656 therefore conflicts with Act 462, which had included health and education as decentralized departments. Finance of the DAs were re-centralized into a general Consolidated Fund According to the Act.

ACHIEVEMENTS AND SHORTCOMINGS

Over these many years, decentralization reforms have advanced based on three main dimensions: political decentralization, administrative decentralization and decentralized planning, and fiscal decentralization. Political decentralization has involved the establishment and demarcation of districts and other MMDs (metropolitan areas and municipalities), and the establishment of DAs and their supporting offices. This has been the main focus of much existing legislation. Administrative decentralization has focused on the transfer of some functions and powers, means and resources from central ministries to LGs, the definition of functions and responsibilities that were been devolved, rearrangements at the central ministries to accommodate their new roles, some transfer of staff and officers to LGs, capacity building at local level, and the set up of a decentralized planning and budgeting system. Fiscal decentralization has focused on establishing financing mechanisms for DAs to enable them the resources at the disposal of LGs to perform the decentralized functions and responsibilities, and defining their level of autonomy over such resources.

Results from this process include the creation of 110 local government units (DAs)—later increased to 1707—the transfer of some authority and functions from the central to local government level, building of initial infrastructure and capacity attached to the DAs, and the establishment of financial mechanisms for financing local governments (such as the DAs Common Fund). The general roles of the different levels of government—central (ministries), regional and local (districts)—have been reasonably defined in the legislation and are consistent with international models of decentralization:

- Central ministries are responsible for policy making, national planning, monitoring and evaluation, development of standards and indicators;
- Regions, through the Coordinating Councils (RCCs) and the RPCUs, are responsible for regional planning, harmonization and coordination of districts interventions, monitoring [and support to the districts];
- Districts, through the partially elected DAs, are responsible for adapting national policies to local realities, district-level development planning, and implementation of such plans and programs.
The Development Funding for Districts has been investing significant resources in the districts to strengthen local capacity, and donors’ initiatives have also contributed, through a Harmonized Capacity Building program.

In spite of these advances, issues have been identified in the implementation process, especially in policy documents produced in recent years: contradictions in sectoral approaches to decentralization, unclear role of the regions, slow or no transfer to DAs, slowness in implementing fiscal decentralization, ineffectiveness of LG substructures, low capacity and motivation of DA members, weak popular participation, unclear relations with traditional authorities. In addition, the political instability during most of the post-independence era reflected in discontinuous and often contradictory legislative and regulation initiatives regarding decentralization and local government, which shared some common features, managed to implement some of them, but prevented effective decentralization to take hold.

Several aspects of the general legal framework for decentralization and related documents are interesting to note. First, the objectives of the process have often been defined more in terms of formal processes than in terms of expected impact, and theoretical rather than operational. The current legislation defines the objectives of decentralization as “To ensure an inclusive, participatory and democratic system of local government […] an accountable Assembly […] that would make sure that the felt needs and priorities of the electorate were articulated […] provide for the decentralization of functions best performed at the local levels […] ensure balanced and equitable development … construction of the national democratic governance system” (PNDC’s “Blue Book” in Ahwoi 2010). The 2007 Comprehensive Decentralization Policy takes a different approach, and clarifies the key objectives of decentralization in Ghana as: “(i) Strengthening and expanding local democracy, and (ii) promoting local social and economic development, thereby reducing poverty and increasing the choices of the people”.

Second, most of the legal and regulatory pieces focused on the design and guiding principles of a decentralized system rather than its effective implementation. In that sense Ghana’s experience is no different from that of many developing countries, where the planning of the decentralization process has been absent or weak, with little focus on concrete strategies to make it effective (see the section titled “Lessons Learned”). Also, the process was characterized by several contradictory moves back and forth. For instance, as summarized by Ahwoi (2010), education was decentralized in 1974 (NRCD 258), then recentralized in 1976 (under Ghana Education Service Decree), decentralized again in 1988 (PNDCL 207), and removed from the decentralized departments in 1993 (Act 462) and 2003 (Act 656). Health followed a similar path: it was decentralized in 1993 (Act 462) and then omitted in 2003 as a decentralized sector.

Some of this back-and-forth and the contradictions in legislation were due to the fact that the process has met over the years with strong resistance: in the words of the Ministry of Local Government in 1992, “Decentralization has not taken place in Ghana. The reason largely is that the bureaucracy … particularly the top management personnel … is not in favour of decentralization. Every impediment has been placed in the way of implementing the decentralization program. Top civil servants do not want to know. Some have deliberately confused it with an exercise in deconcentration” (Ahwoi 1992).

Finally, several aspects of passed legislation and policies have not been implemented, partly because of political resistance, low capacity and weak implementation strategies. The idea of a “composite budget” integrating the different sectors and funds at the local
level has not yet been fully implemented. Another factor contributing to slow implementation is the lack of clarity as to which functions are to be decentralized and which should remain centralized.

A recent set of new policy and legal documents since 2007 testify to the government’s renewed interest in decentralization. Interestingly, most of these documents are policy oriented—proposals or reviews—that (i) acknowledge the slow pace and the many difficulties in the process of implementing decentralization; (ii) propose new approaches and strategies to address these issues in a more systematic way and accelerate implementation. This recent policy orientation is very welcome, since it has been a weak point during previous efforts at implementing decentralization, and the international experience review showed that a well developed and clear policy is key to successful decentralization processes.

A major weakness of decentralization in Ghana is that the basic law governing the process, the Local Government Act of 1993, has been implemented only partially. On the one hand, the districts and their boundaries have been defined, and their basic political structure—especially the DAs and attached offices—has been implemented as mandated by the legislation. However, the number and boundaries of districts has not been stable, as their number has increased by 50 percent since the Act. Many new districts do not have their administrative and physical infrastructure in place yet, and lack the personnel to manage the functions assigned to them. On the other hand, the units, facilities and staff of some larger line ministries have not been transferred to the DAs’ authority as mandated by the legislation. This is especially the case of the MOH/GHS district-level structures.

Several reports have correctly identified the main problems in the decentralization process, which are mostly still valid today (see for instance, PHRplus 2002; NDAP 2003):

- Mismatch between authority (the legal ability to do) and responsibility (the assigned function of executing or implementing), associated to lack of clarity about and competing views on decentralization;
- Tensions and conflicts among objectives (national policies versus local priorities or preferences; preventive versus curative care; and weak intersectoral coordination);
- Capacity gaps (administrative, information, financial) at all levels, but especially at local level;
- Weak policy implementation capacity at all levels, coupled with weak monitoring and supporting capacity;
- Weak economic basis of many districts;
- Tensions between vertical and horizontal integration (vertical programs VS integrated care at local level);
- Political and process dimensions (interest groups, resistance to change, political will, weak stakeholders involvement and participation);
- Political and administrative instability: since the 1992 Constitution—which kept the number of districts at 110—60 more districts were created (an increase of 55 percent), 28 in 2003 and 32 in 2007.9

A National Decentralization Action Plan (NDAP) was prepared and defined eight strategic objectives for the period 2003–05:

- To strengthen political leadership and intersectoral collaboration for decentralization.
Enhance decentralization policy management, implementation and monitoring.
Increase discretionary funding to DAs and consolidate the overall District Resource envelope.
Strengthen overall district level financial and human resource management and accountability.
Strengthen DAs’ functional and governance performance.
Strengthen decentralized coordination and M&E at regional level.
Enhance and strengthen the sub-district level.
Promote popular participation and deepen association and partnership between DAs, civil society, private sector, and traditional authorities.

Later policy documents are consistent with the NDAP, although the challenges and policy proposals set forth vary somewhat.

Taking a step further from the NDAP, the Decentralization Policy Review of 2007 put the decentralization reform within a broader objective of “enhancing good [public] governance” and aimed at “formulating a comprehensive decentralization policy”. Seeking to strengthen and refine the decentralization policy framework, the document analyzed the progress and status of decentralization along five key areas considered as requirements for effective decentralization: (i) the basic legal and policy framework, (ii) the political and administrative framework, (iii) local government financing, (iv) local government human resources and (v) the arrangements for reform coordination and support.

The main recommendations of the report correctly addressed the main challenges in the decentralization process:

- In the area of policy and legal framework, develop a broad decentralization policy that would clarify the vision for decentralization and clearly define the functions to be transferred to local governments; and develop a Decentralization Strategic Framework to guide implementation.
- In the area of political and administrative framework, promote increased democratization of MMDAs, clarify lines of accountability (prioritizing accountability to local residents), revise the status and role of regional administrations (as deconcentrated offices) and sub-districts.
- In the area of finance, assign expenditure responsibilities across government levels following the principle of subsidiarity; clearly define revenue assignments aligned and commensurate with MMDAs functions; harmonize and streamline the intergovernmental transfer system; improve MMDA financial management; ensure financial systems promote downwards accountability and participation; coordinate reform initiatives related to fiscal decentralization; estimate the cost implications of decentralization.
- In the area of human resources management (HRM), clarify the vision for HRM and the degree of autonomy LGs would have in HRM; develop policies and measures to attract and retain staff in disadvantaged districts; detail and clarify the plan for integration of decentralized departments at district level; develop performance standards and monitor performance.
- In the area of reform coordination, establish at the level of President’s Office a commission on decentralization to coordinate the process and provide direction from the highest level.
These two recent policy documents build on the 2007 Policy Review, recognize the need for a comprehensive and coherent policy framework to guide and support strengthening and accelerating the implementation of decentralization in Ghana. The first aimed to “deepen political, administrative and fiscal decentralization in Ghana”, and more specifically, “(i) harmonizing the legal and regulatory framework for decentralization and local governance, (ii) clarifying and strengthening mechanisms of accountability of sub-national public officials, and (iii) improving the allocation of resources to DAs to fully deliver the tasks and functions transferred to them.” New efforts at decentralization will follow four guiding principles: ensuring participation of the people, improving public sector accountability, strengthening DAs, and increasing public sector effectiveness. Under these principles, the document defines new reform initiatives in the areas of:

- Legal and policy framework, including harmonization of existing legislation, especially in regard to sectoral legislation
- Intergovernmental relations and the Inter-Governmental Fiscal Framework, bringing together the assignment of functions, the allocation of resources and clarification of accountability mechanisms across different government levels
- Public financial management, to improve DAs capacity for sound financial management and strengthen the performance-based District Development Funding mechanism
- Decentralized human resource management, with the transfer of civil servants to the LGS (Act 656) and effective local autonomy in managing these resources
- Institutional arrangements for policy coordination and policy management, to ensure effective coordination among ministries/departments/agencies (MDAs) and increased participation of stakeholders.

The document highlights as the main challenge for the full implementation of decentralization the divergence between political intentions, as set forth in the general legal and policy frameworks, and prevailing administrative practices, as reflected in funding flows, functional assignments, accountability and reporting lines. This divergence is more apparent in sector ministries and agencies’ practices; local branches and staff have not yet been transferred to the DAs. A second challenge resides in the lack of a comprehensive fiscal framework, and current multiplicity and irregularity of funding channels and mechanisms. A third challenge relates to the lack of staff management mechanism at the local level and the difficulty for remote districts to attract and retain staff.

The revised policy implies, among other initiatives, amending existing legislation, revising the current mixed model of district representation, clarifying the assignment of functions across levels of government, implementation of the Local Government Service Act, strengthening the fiscal framework and matching revenues with functions, the strengthening of coordination and support structures, and the strengthening of human resource management within district administrations.

Finally, the document defines a new implementation plan for decentralization reform, structured in a preparatory phase (2007–08), a first implementation phase (2008–2012), and a second implementation phase (2012–2016), with main activities assigned to key stakeholders.

The second document is based on similar principles and objectives, but broadens the policy areas to nine areas for priority action: (i) political decentralization and legal
issues; (ii) administrative decentralization; (iii) decentralized development planning; (iv) spatial planning; (v) local economic development; (vi) fiscal decentralization; (vii) popular participation; (viii) the social agenda; and (ix) involvement of non-state actors in local governance.

The review of these policy documents and interviews with stakeholders point to a major conclusion, which relates to the limited implementation achieved so far in the decentralization reform as a whole. Nearly all assessments and strategy documents highlight similar shortfalls and difficulties, which relate closely to those from other developing countries (see the section titled “Lessons Learned” for the main conclusions from the review of international experience):

- Fragmented and confusing legal framework, with some major conflicts
- Lack of a strong and clear policy framework and roadmap to guide implementation
- Lack of consensus among key stakeholders about the objectives and implications of decentralization by devolution
- Unclear assignment of functions across government levels and agencies
- Weak local capacity for implementing and operating a decentralized system based on devolution
- Limited capacity at the regional and central level to support, monitor and evaluate implementation
- Unclear framework for the transfer of personnel to local governments
- Unclear and complex financing flows to local governments, and the lack of a comprehensive framework for financing them.

Nearly all of these issues apply to the health sector as well, and maybe in a more pronounced manner, as the following sections will show.

**Current Legislation and Policies for Decentralization in Health**

The general GOG policies regarding decentralization make up a consistent framework—though incomplete—for general decentralization of government functions. Recent policy papers show a clear understanding of the issues at stake and the challenges to implementation, and provide some guidance on the way ahead. However, missing from the existing policy documents is a roadmap with clear guidelines and practical steps on how to adapt and implement the general policy in the health sector. Health systems present additional complexities in terms of decentralization, that have not been addressed in general or specific legislation. At this point, there is no strategic policy document outlining how devolution is to be implemented in the health sector. The current legal framework for decentralization in the health sector is quite limited, but rather confusing. It is composed of several separate pieces, which are inconsistent and conflict among themselves.

First, general legislation and regulations are meant to apply — with some exceptions — to every sector including health. The Local Government Act of 1993 (Act 462) and related regulations determined the establishment of a District Health Department (or Metropolitan or Municipal), but did not specify any health-related function or responsibility, except for the presence of a Medical officer responsible for the control of infectious diseases. The responsibilities of the DA Social Services Sub-Committee are limited to planning and coordination, and do not include executing the provision of health services.
Second, the Legislative Instruments establishing DAs list, among the 86 functions to be transferred to DAs, typical public health responsibilities, including health promotion (“promote and safeguard public health”), sanitary surveillance and inspection (of threats to people’s health), water and sanitation (provision of safe water supply, public latrines and lavatories, waste disposal), disease surveillance and control (“prevent and deal with the outbreak of any disease”). Again, the provision of health care services of any kind is omitted. These LIs provide for the nomination by the MOH of a District Medical Officer and other staff to the district.

Third, aiming at effecting the transfer of sector departments to the DAs, the Local Government (Department of District Assemblies) (Commencement) Instrument, 2009 (L.I. 1961) has defined the commencement dates of such transfer and their establishment as departments of the DAs. Certain departments are supposed to be transferred immediately upon issuance of the LI (December 2009). However, other departments, including health and education, were not considered as decentralized departments in Act 656 of 2003, because they were created by specific law enactments. Their transfer to the DAs—and the establishment of a District Health Department—would thus have to wait for an amendment of the enactments. However, differently from other departments to be transferred, the document does not specify that the existing department or entity will cease to exist upon transfer to the DAs. This leaves it open to the coexistence of two entities responsible for health at the district level: the District Health Department (when established) and the existing GHS DHA.

The LI also lists 35 functions to be performed by the department. Most of them relate to general public health functions, but the instrument includes four health care functions: “(b) assist in the operation and maintenance of all health facilities . . .,” “(d) coordinate works of health centers or posts or community based health workers,” “(l) advise on . . . supervision and control of all District health institutions”, and “(q) assist in efficient management of clinical care, community health care and environmental health service. . . .” It is noteworthy that as it relates to the provision of health care services at the district level, the role of the department is mostly of advising, assisting and facilitating (this is also true for most public health activities). The question then arises of who is actually responsible and accountable for making decisions in these areas, make sure that health policies are implemented and that a consistent local health care network operates.10

The main health-specific legislation to date is the Ghana Health Service and Teaching Hospitals Act (Act 525) of 1996, which created GHS as a separate, autonomous entity and delegated to it the management and operation of nearly all subnational facilities and offices. GHS in turn has a vertical structure by level of government, and has gradually deconcentrated operational functions to its Regional Health Administrations (RHAs) and especially DHA offices. In spite of this deconcentration, the delegation of health service provision at the regional and local levels to an autonomous entity is inconsistent with the general legislation, as many reports have pointed out. The degree of managerial autonomy conferred to regional and district health offices will be assessed in the next chapter.

*Ghana Health Service and Teaching Hospitals Act (Act 525 of 1996)*

Act 525 establishes the GHS as an autonomous entity to manage most of the country’s facility network, and defines the facilities and staff previously under the authority of the MOH to be transferred to GHS. It is governed by the GHS Council appointed by the president. GHS has a deconcentrated hierarchical structure in three levels: central,
regional and local. At the central level, the Service is chaired by a Director General and has five divisions at the national level: Public Health, Institutional Care, Policy, Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation (PPME), Health Administration and Support Services, Supplies, Stores and Drug Management, Human Resource Development, Finance, and others as needed.

GHS also has a Regional Director of Health Services advised by a Regional Health Committee (composed of a chairman and representatives from professional and community groups, in addition to the Regional Director). Clinical, Public Health and Administration Divisions make up the basic administrative structure at the regional level. A the district level GHS has a structure similar to the one at the regional level, though smaller; composed of a District Director of Health Services (DDHS), a District Health Committee, and two or more divisions (Clinical and Public Health).

Many experts and public officers, as well as available documents, see the contradiction between a delegated and deconcentrated GHS structure, and a (yet to be) devolved health department, as the main issue today in the health sector decentralization. However, as shown above, the existing legal and regulatory framework regarding health sector decentralization is characterized by many more contradictions between legal documents, and an overall lack of clarity about the design of a decentralized health system, the functions to be assigned to the different levels of government, and the entities that will effectively be responsible for operating health care networks. There is no clear model or policy on how a devolved health sector would look like, and the policy debate within MOH and GHS about how to implement devolution has not been consistent or systematic.

The current reality of the health sector is that a limited number of functions and responsibilities have effectively been transferred to the DAs, but the major part of the structures, staff and functions remain within the structure of the GHS. It was expected that integrated planning (or composite planning) and coordination between the DAs and the DHAs would gradually bring together these two institutions in each district. However, integrated planning has not taken hold yet, and coordination remains heavily dependent on personal relationships between DA and DHA authorities.

DAs are supposed to have a District Medical Officer, and install a Social Sectors Committee, on which the GHS DDHS sits. In addition, DAs are supposed to use part of the financial resources received through the District Common Fund on health activities. Accordingly, many DAs are supporting the DDHS office in concrete ways: providing office space, hiring staff to complement DDHS own staff, contract maintenance or support services (security, cleaning and others). However, the involvement of DAs in health activities appears to vary greatly across districts and not be systematic.

Overall, under the current configuration district-level provision of health services is funded through three different and parallel channels: (i) through the GHS structure of DHAs, which are responsible for most of health care activities and services provided at the district level; (ii) through MOH-managed vertical programs, which may involve DHAs and/or DAs but are managed centrally; (iii) through the DAs own structure and funding, but mostly as supporting activities to DHAs or the MOH rather than direct responsibilities.

The following table (table 3.1) attempts to map out the degree of autonomy DAs enjoy with regard to health. This includes both their authority for policy making in health, and their ability to work alongside and supervise the District Health Administrations. The table illustrates the conflict between DAs’ theoretical authority based on
Table 3.1: Mapping out the decision space for Ghana districts regarding health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Responsibilities</th>
<th>Weak</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Strong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance and Accountability</strong></td>
<td>Appointment of DHA director</td>
<td>X (GHS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration with DHA</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accountability of DHA to DA</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accountability to Central level</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accountability to local community</td>
<td>X (committee)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Policy and Planning</strong></td>
<td>Policy formulation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health planning</td>
<td>X (financial constraints)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Program design</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finance</strong></td>
<td>Revenue generation</td>
<td>X (limited)</td>
<td>X (fees, IGF)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Budget preparation, allocation</td>
<td>X (in place)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accounting and audit</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set user fees</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set up &amp; manage insurance schemes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service organization and provision</strong></td>
<td>Define service packages</td>
<td>X (GHS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Target service delivery</td>
<td>X (dialogue)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set norms, standards, regulations</td>
<td>X (central)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monitor and oversee providers</td>
<td>X (central)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contract in/out</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human resources</strong></td>
<td>Planning, evaluating HR</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hiring, firing civil servants</td>
<td>X (Pres)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hiring, firing other staff</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Define salaries &amp; benefits</td>
<td>X (central)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paying staff</td>
<td>X (civil serv)</td>
<td>X (other)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support services</strong></td>
<td>Procurement of drugs &amp; supplies</td>
<td>X (some)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manage drugs and supplies</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintain vehicles &amp; equipment</td>
<td>X (support)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintain facilities &amp; structures</td>
<td>X (support)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information systems</strong></td>
<td>Design HIS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collect, process, analyze data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disseminate information</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Adapted from Bossert (1998).*
current legislation, and the lack of integration with DHAs. This particular aspect will be further explored in the next chapter.

Under current regulations and policies DHAs are supposed to submit their budget to the DAs and participate in the formulation of the composite budget. However, in the end DHAs have limited control over their budget for several reasons. First, the budget is approved by GHS in a hierarchical process (consolidated and possibly revised at the regional level, then by GHS headquarters). Second, staff remuneration, which accounts for the major part of the total budget, is paid directly by the central government to staff bank accounts. Most capital expenditure and expenses funded by donors are also centralized through MOH vertical programs. Third, budget funds are often released with substantial delays (of weeks or months), and actual payments may take even longer (with the exception of remunerations). In addition, composite budget is not yet operational, and budget discussions with DA staff depend very much on personal relationships between the District Health Director and the Chief Executive. In general, DHAs are not accountable to the DA, at most they inform the DA of their budget and performance. Actual accountability remains to GHS higher levels (regional and headquarters).

Authorization of district-level spending, depending on the source of funding, is split between several organizations: GHS headquarters for the larger part (DHA and DHO); DA (health allocation from its own funds); MOH (for vertical and donor-supported programs); DHA and facilities (for user fees). DHA performance is monitored by the Regional Director of Health (RDH). The RDH has authority to transfer staff within his region, and may request firing or transfer to other regions to headquarters and Civil Service.

In mid-2010, a new General Health Service Bill was before Parliament. Its objective is to revise the law on GHS and Teaching Hospital Act (1996), address operational difficulties, reduce overlap of functions and contradictions (e.g., authority over staff between GHS and THO); and restructure different services in the health sector. In fact, it seeks to harmonize and consolidate several separate regulations. The bill covers five different areas: (i) organization of the Health Service (Part I), (ii) the creation of a new Teaching Hospital Authority (Part II), (iii) the establishment of the National Ambulance Service (Part III), (iv) the creation of a National Blood Service (Part IV), and (v) administrative and financial provisions (Part V).

However, the bill does not seem to contribute in a substantial way to improve the current legal framework, and in fact may create more confusion. Some of the limitations observed in the bill are summarized below:

- The bill appears to recreate the GHS under the new name of “General Health Service”, but without substantive changes in structure or functions apart from some name changing;
- It does not clarify the distinction between functions assigned to MOH and those assigned to GHS, or those assigned to the different levels of the system;
- It maintains the system of centralized appointments by the President of regional and district directors and council/board members, without specifying technical requisites for these posts;
- It maintains some confusion between advisory functions and executive/operational responsibilities; for instance Health Committees have both types of functions;
■ It is not clear why the bill creates separate autonomous services for teaching hospitals and certain other services (ambulances, blood services); this segmentation along separate vertical services may further contribute to system fragmentation.

■ Even though it creates new autonomous services, the bill does not propose contractual arrangements between the different levels of the system and among these new bodies.

■ Most importantly, the bill does not take into consideration the ongoing decentralization process, and does not even mention it; the document actually maintains confusion in the lines of authority and accountability: for instance, every Region and DDHS is answerable both to the GHS Director General and to the District Chief Executive, without clarifying who has the highest authority in case of conflict;

Notes
1. This section draws significantly from Ahwoi (2010).
2. The data limits for these waves is somewhat arbitrary, and take into account both the government or the regime in place and the main legislative pieces produced at different moments.
4. See Ahwoi (2010).
5. See, for example, the Omnibus Services Authority Decree (of 1972) and Amendment (of 1973), and the Ghana Education Services (Amendment) Decree of 1976.
6. More recently, the election of the chief executive has been proposed and is still the subject of debate.
7. The Constitution maintained the number of Districts at 110, but 28 additional districts were created in 2003, and 32 more in 2007, bringing the total to 170.
9. 124 are actually DAs, 6 are Metropolitan Assemblies, and 40 Municipal Assemblies. Sub-district structures do not correspond to political levels of government: Sub-Metropolitan District Councils (numbering 30), Urban Councils, Zonal Councils, Town/Area Councils, and Unit Committees.
10. This appears to be the case also for other decentralized departments, but we limit our discussion here to health.
Ghana has been in the process of decentralization for nearly three decades, and the GOG is intent to deepen and speed up its implementation. It is important at this point to assess the degree to which general and health specific functions have already been decentralized to district level and are already carried out at that level, and under what conditions. A second issue in successful implementation of decentralization reforms is the capacity of subnational governments to carry on the new responsibilities defined in the decentralization policies. Finally, it is also important to be able to correctly identify weaknesses and challenges faced by local governments in implementing decentralization, so that focused training and technical assistance can be offered to support the process. In order to assess the current status of decentralization, assess LG capacity for expanding and deepening the reform, and to identify obstacles to the process, a rapid assessment was undertaken in a sample of the country’s regions and districts.

**Approach and Methods**

For that purpose a one-day workshop was convened on May 26, 2010 in Accra, to which were invited 6 Regional Directors of Health Services, 24 District Directors of Health Services, and 3 facility directors. Overall 33 participants attended the workshop. In addition, information was gathered personally by this consultant in one additional region (Eastern Region) and two of its districts. In all, information was obtained for 7 RHAs and 26 DHAs for this assessment, and the sampling strategy—focused on reflecting the diversity of local conditions at a minimal logistic cost—suggests that the results are fairly representative (though not statistically) of the country as whole (figure 4.1).

Information was gathered through the workshop in three ways. First, an instrument was designed with 78 questions regarding the different functions or dimensions of decentralization, as listed in table 4.1. The responses to these questions were then tabulated and analyzed in terms of frequency and distribution. Second, participants were encouraged to provide comments and details about the questions asked; and third, the discussions that took place during the group sessions and the final debate were organized and summarized so as to highlight major findings.

**Size and Organization of District Health Systems**

Ghana’s regions and districts are relatively homogeneous in population size; their mean population, of 170,000 (145,000 if Accra and Kumasi are not considered), is relatively large to reduce diseconomies of scale. Just for comparison, the 5,600 municipalities in Brazil have an average population of 34,000. The size of local government units is...
important for efficiency considerations: a World Bank study showed that in Indonesia, a district of 500,000 is twice as efficient administratively as one of 100,000 (Hofman and Kaiser 2002).

The district-level facility network in each district includes, on average, 1 hospital—usually a District Hospital (mean size of 73 beds), or a mission hospital (102 beds on average); overall, (including all public hospital beds) each district has an average of 2 hospitals and 160 beds. 59 percent of districts have a District Hospital, but half of those have a mission hospital; however, 25 districts (18 percent of the total) have no hospital at all. Additionally, districts have on average, 9.4 health centers (health stations), and 2.1 CHPS (GHS, Summary of Health Facilities). This average network is reasonable and of manageable size for local government health agencies. However, it shows large variations across

Table 4.1: Structure and number of questions in the instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function or dimension</th>
<th>Number of questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identification</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance and structure</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and budgeting</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance and budget execution</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human resources</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health service coordination and management</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and beliefs about decentralization</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s survey of DHAs and RHAs.
regions and even more so across districts, especially in the number of community health units (CHPS): as shown in table 4.2, their density is much higher in the Upper East and West regions, as well as the Western and Central regions.

**Governance and Accountability of DHAs**

The lines of authority and accountability of DHAs appear to reflect an intermediate stage of decentralization, but also some duplication or lack of clarity of authority lines: more than three-fourths of the DHAs surveyed mentioned reporting to both the District Chief Executive (81 percent) and the Regional Director of Health Service (figure 4.2). Regional Health Directorates also indicated unclear lines of authority, with 43 percent

![Figure 4.2: Administrative lines of authority](source: Author’s survey of DHAs and RHAs.)
indicating that they report to the Regional Minister, and 4 RHAs reporting to a District Chief Executive, the central Ministry of Health, or others. Even though it is expected in a country in transition to full devolution, that local health offices relate simultaneously with the central ministry and to the local government, this is not a desirable or sustainable situation: in case of conflicting policies or guidance, one entity should take final responsibility, and this line of authority should be clear to all.

The technical responsibility for supervising and overseeing district health systems is much clearer, with all DHAs reporting to the Regional Director of Health Service. However, for RHAs the supervising authority does not seem to be very clear, with an almost even split among alternatives (GHS headquarters, MOH headquarters, the Regional Director of Health Services; 40 percent reported “other” or “don’t know”).

In a similar pattern as in Figure 4.2, regional and district health officers participating in the survey described confusing lines of accountability: they indicated to be accountable both horizontally (to the government authority at their level) and vertical (to the higher government authority), as shown in Figure 4.3. More specifically, RHAs reported being accountable to both the regional government/Regional Coordination Council (57 percent) and to MOH/GHS headquarters (43 percent); 14 percent also indicated to be accountable to a health committee. As for DHAs, 87 percent indicated to be accountable to the RHA, 31 percent to the District Assembly, and 12 percent did not know who they were accountable to.

Interestingly, RHAs appear to be—or feel—more accountable to regional government authorities than to MOH/GHS headquarters, while DHAs are—or feel—more accountable to their hierarchical superior authority (the Regional Health Directorate or Administration) than to LGs.

Even though subnational health offices may report to one authority from a technical point of view and another from a political/administrative perspective, the perceived multiple lines of accountability reported in the survey seem to indicate more than that, namely blurred or unclear lines of authority and accountability. This is likely to result

---

**Figure 4.3: Lines of accountability**

![Graph showing lines of accountability](image)

**Source:** Author’s survey of DHAs and RHAs.
from the decentralization process of the Ghanaian health system which is actually stuck midway between deconcentration (within GHS) and devolution (with district governments taking over some but not all authorities and responsibilities). This important issue will be further discussed in the next section.

A survey of 17 DAs by Ahwoi (2010) found similar results regarding “the dual reporting responsibility and divided loyalty of the Departments [transferred or to be transferred to] the District Assembly ...”: no real administrative decentralization; the departments actually performed as de-concentrated offices of central ministries; these patterns are likely to also reflect some lack of clear understanding from DA officers of the implications of decentralization.

All RHAs, and 87 percent of DHAs, reported having established a committee to oversee or support the management of the office. The main role of this committee is, in both cases, advisory or consultative, followed by oversight and monitoring (figure 4.4). The committee is usually not involved in decision making. Most health offices also reported having a management team, but it appears that respondents could not clearly distinguish between the responsibilities of this team from those of the committee (or understood them as being the same thing).

As shown in figure 4.5, all RHAs and 63 percent of DHAs reported having no contractual arrangement with their supervising office or higher level entities, did not respond, or did not know. 2 DHAs indicated having a performance-based contractual agreement with MOH/GHS headquarters, and 4 others some arrangement with other entities, whether performance-based or not. These answers are somewhat puzzling, since from 1998 service performance contracts are supposed to be established between operational BMCs and their supervising BMCs; this consultant was presented with an instrument (a memorandum of agreement) at the DHA level that would constitute a contractual arrangement, although a somewhat weak one. The responses seem to indicate both a lack of clarity about what constitutes a contractual arrangement (including

![Figure 4.4: Role of the committee](source: Author's survey of DHAs and RHAs.)
In fact, existing evidence suggests that accountability and transparency throughout the system are weak. Overall, health administration office and facility managers are not held accountable to results in a significant way, in spite of the existence of a system for measuring performance. Enforcing performance assessment and using it appears to depend heavily on the personal commitment of regional (and to a lesser extent, local) managers. The planning and budgeting process, although decentralized in principle, ends up lacking transparency due to the weak relation between original plans and budgets (responsibility of local managers) and the effective flow of funds (defined by the central government—see the section on planning and budgeting below). The unreliability of existing or reported data on health spending at the district level (as evident from the recent PER) contributes to the problem.

Community participation and voice is usually seen as a major objective and expected impact of decentralization. In the Ghana health system, health councils and committees have been established at the different levels—regional, district, facility, and sub-district—and are usually functional. However, the effectiveness of these participation channels is unclear, and evidence of capture by local elite or interest groups has been found.

**Structure and Staff**

Most of the RHAs and DHAs surveyed appear to also have established a functioning administrative structure: more than half of them mentioned operating with three or four divisions or units as mandated by GHS establishment act (Act 525 of 1996). The most common were: Administration, Public Health, Clinical, and Finance/Budget (figure 4.6).
It is worth noting that in many cases, these units were not formally established, and were basically working teams mobilized for a given technical area. The number of staff working in these units varied greatly across RHAs (between 1 and 103, with a median of 15), but not so among DHAs, where 49 percent of these units employed less than 3 professionals and 70 percent less than 5. The qualification and training of the DHAs’ teams appears weak, with 53 percent of them having only 1 or 2 professionals with appropriate training, and fewer still having a university degree. The quality of staff is likely to be much lower in remote regions and areas, which were not captured in the survey. Managerial and financing capacity is thus likely to be quite variable, and very weak in many districts, which often suffers from the lack of qualified personnel.

Recent reports point to a good capacity for financial management at the central level (MOH-HQ, GHS, Teaching Hospitals) but poor capacity at the district and sub-district levels (Independent Health Sector Review 2008); this is mostly associated with poor record-keeping and availability of staff. Many sub-districts are reported to have difficulty in hiring and retaining finance staff. Claims preparation by facilities and processing by district-level insurance schemes also have been reported to be weak, implying in substantial delays, and overall poor capacity for tracking and reporting resource flows (World Bank and MoH, 2009).

**Planning and Budgeting**

Planning is a regular activity of both regional and district health offices. All RHAs and 80 percent of the DHAs surveyed are responsible for their own planning, and all have an annual plan. The majority also prepare a multiannual strategic plan (71 percent of RHAs and 62 percent of DHAs. Budget preparation also is decentralized, and is usually formulated by the Health Administration offices themselves; however, the central level often alters the proposed budgets significantly before final approval. Also, budget funds are often transferred with important delays, which greatly reduce the effectiveness of the formal planning and budgeting systems in place.
Most health facilities have their own budget, including 100 percent of Regional Hospitals, 94 percent of District Hospitals and the majority of Health Centers. In most cases, the facilities themselves are responsible for preparing their own budget (71 percent of Regional Hospitals and 69 percent of District Hospitals). However, respondents indicated that nearly one-half of Health Centers had their budget prepared by the DHAs.

Integrated planning (also known as composite planning) is not yet a standard feature, although a significant number of RHAs indicated participating in regional planning (43 percent), DHAs’ planning (29 percent) and facilities planning (14 percent). In spite of the mandated composite planning, only 24 percent of DHAs reported participating in district level planning (with the DA), 21 percent in facilities planning, and 12 percent in regional-level planning (figure 4.7). It is surprising that so few DHAs report participating in the planning and budgeting of health facilities under their authority. Although District Hospitals should, from a local health system perspective, be within the authority of DHAs, most often do not report to them (see below), and thus do not integrate their planning and budgeting with them.

Most health offices reported participating in some sort of policy formulation, generally within GHS (71 percent of RHAs and 81 percent of DHAs), and 56 percent of DHAs indicated that they participated in policy formulation jointly with the DAs. These responses are surprising, given that policy formulation is mostly a function of central level of MOH and GHS, and health policy making is unlikely to be a common feature as yet of local governments, given the weak integration between DAs and DHAs.

For planning and budgeting purposes, GHS has been structured into Budget Management Centers (BMCs). Over 300 BMCs were created: one for GHS headquarters, 10 RHAs, 8 Regional Hospitals, 110 DHAs, 95 District Hospitals, and 110 Sub-District BMCs. These BMCs have their own budget allocation and are in principle responsible for defining budget allocation and executing the budget. They are therefore, by design, an important mechanism for increasing financial autonomy at the local and facility

![Figure 4.7: Health Office involvement in integrated planning](source: Author’s survey of DHAs and RHAs.)
level, and their establishment was a major step in decentralized financial management. However, various factors reduce the level of real autonomy local instances actually are empowered with, as discussed below.

**Finance and Expenditure**

Budget execution is seen as the responsibility of the health administration offices themselves, but it is often a function of a specialized unit within RHAs (57 percent), while it is undertaken by the top management of DHAs (94 percent), as shown in figure 4.8. This suggests that many DHAs perform their functions with a low level of administrative structuring and segregation of functions; this is probably due to the small size—in physical space and personnel—of many of these offices. In addition, it is worth noting, as mentioned in the review of the regulatory framework, that the larger part of district-level health expenditure is actually not defined or executed at this level. Personnel Emoluments—which make up the largest part of the budget—are determined and executed centrally, and paid directly to staff bank accounts. Investment expenditure, and most of donor-funded expenditures, are also defined and executed centrally, the latter through MOH vertical programs.

Autonomy for reallocation of budget funds appears reasonable: the vast majority of RHAs (86 percent) and DHAs (69 percent) reported having the authority to reallocate within line items, mostly without authorization from higher levels (86 and 94 percent respectively). In addition, 29 percent of RHAs and 19 percent of DHAs indicated that they may reallocate across items. However, one should take into account that this flexibility is limited to a small proportion of DHAs’ budget.

Budget recording and reporting systems are widely used. Both RHAs and DHAs use the general government system for that purpose; but a few of them reported using also another system, often developed by the office itself. Most RHAs and DHAs reported using regular systems for monitoring and accounts rendering. The main instruments for rendering accounts are: for RHAs, “another instrument” (57 percent); a monthly budget report (29 percent) and an annual management report (14 percent); for DHAs, a monthly budget report (87 percent), and an annual management report (43 percent). Further, all RHAs and 75 percent of DHAs surveyed indicated using a general GHS monitoring and evaluation

---

**Figure 4.8: Responsibility for budget execution**

![Diagram showing responsibility for budget execution](image)

*Source: Author’s survey of DHAs and RHAs.*
system; 14 percent of RHAs and 62 percent of DHAs indicated that they also use other M&E systems or instruments, usually their own internal systems. Interestingly, in spite of using different M&E systems, only one DHA mentioned using a DA-based monitoring system.

These findings suggest that regular, formal reporting and M&E systems are in place and used, which indicates a relatively advanced—at least formally—information and reporting structure. However, the number of health offices indicating multiple M&E systems is cause for concern. This flexibility to use locally defined information and reporting systems has advantages and drawbacks. Being able to improve and expand on official systems is a positive feature, but multiple parallel and nonstandardized information systems make consolidation and comparison difficult, and suggest unnecessary duplication and waste of efforts. Standardization and consolidation of the various systems in use would likely streamline the information and accounts rendering process, reduce waste, and strengthen the reliability and comparability of data across regions and districts.

On paper, the country’s accountability mechanisms put in place for monitoring local expenditure and management are interesting: BMCs accounts are subject to independent auditing, and have to submit regular financial statements of revenues and expenditures. These statements are consolidated at the regional level and sent to GHS headquarters. However, these mechanisms appear not to be used appropriately, since the central level does not have readily available reliable data on health expenditure by each district. Even though DHAs collect and submit routine data on district expenditure, these data were not available for this report. And a Public Expenditure Review supported by the World Bank collected new data that contained substantial errors and had to be revised systematically and validated.

The survey also highlighted another important weakness regarding accountability. Even though structured management and information systems are in place, along with performance-based incentives schemes (see below), these systems are not clearly linked to a functional system of contracting or management agreement between health offices and their higher government levels or other government entities. As shown in figure 4.9,

![Figure 4.9: Contracting arrangements with other public entities](image)

*Source: Author’s survey of DHAs and RHAs.*
all RHAs and 63 percent of DHAs reported having no contractual arrangement, did not respond, or did not know. Two DHAs indicated having a performance-based contractual agreement with MOH/GHS headquarters, and four others some arrangement with other entities, whether performance-based or not. These answers are somewhat puzzling, since this consultant was presented with an instrument (a memorandum of agreement) at the DHA level that would constitute a contractual arrangement, although a somewhat weak one. The responses may indicate either a lack of clarity about what constitutes a contractual arrangement (including MOUs) and its purpose and implications, or that existing instruments are not enforced or systematically used.

**Human Resources**

Authority for determining, hiring, firing staff seems to be unclear to local health offices, whether because of weak or unclear policies or multiple staff regimes. While most RHAs indicated that authority for determining staff numbers and composition belongs to GHS headquarters, DHAs reported an unclear or dispersed assignment of this responsibility or unclear policies (figure 4.10). A similar pattern appears when respondents were asked about the authority for determining size and composition of staff of facilities within their area. An even greater dispersion of responses shows up with respect to authority for hiring and firing staff, but about half of the respondents indicated that this authority was centralized at MOH or GHS headquarters (figure 4.11).

The dispersed pattern of authority relating to staff management seems to be at least partially associated with the existence of multiple contractual regimes. The majority of health offices indicated employing staff under “another public sector regime” (71 percent of RHAs and 62 percent of DHAs), while 14 percent and 18 percent respectively indicated that staff was under the general civil service regime. On the other hand, the majority of health offices hire temporary workers (57 percent of RHAs and 81 percent of DHAs), for which they have authority to hire and fire. All respondents reported maintaining a database of staff working in the facilities under their jurisdiction. It should also be noted that DAs sometimes hire or redeploy staff to perform supporting activities at the DHA or particular facilities. Even though all respondents informed keeping a
staff database, it is not clear whether this database covers all the different regimes and arrangements for hiring staff.

Staff incentives are a relatively common—though not standard—feature of health offices at the sub-national level: 57 percent of DHAs and 44 percent of DHAs indicated using such a system based on staff performance. Moreover, most health offices directors believe such incentives schemes are likely to promote performance of staff and administrative units alike. The vast majority of respondents reported having authority to take disciplinary actions on staff, and nearly 70 percent of both RHAs and DHAs reported having taken such actions at least once in the last year.

**Procurement**

Based on the respondents to the survey, authority for procurement of supplies and services to Regional Health Administrations lies with the RHAs themselves; 29 percent of RHAs indicated this responsibility rested with a specific unit within the RHA office, while the others indicated the office as a whole as having this authority. 75 percent of DHAs also indicated their office were responsible for procurement, but a significant number provided an array of different answers: the District Assembly (1 DHA), the Regional Coordinating Committee, RPCC or office (1), MOH headquarters (1), another public office (1), and 4 did not know or did not provide an answer (figure 4.12). This dispersion signals that either policies and rules regarding procurement are unclear to health office managers, or that DHAs obtain their supplies and services from different channels (or both). This may also be related to the availability of different sources of funding which may be linked to different procurement practices (see section on district expenditures below). A similar pattern—though with less dispersion—was observed with respect to responsibility for procurement of drugs.

Respondents also indicated that even though most facilities have their own budget, most depend at least partially on procurement from DHAs and RHAs. Maintenance and
support services for RHAs and DHAs are usually procured by the offices themselves, with few reporting that they depend on higher level offices (RHAs in the case of DHAs, or MOH/GHS headquarters).

Drugs and supplies are usually stocked at RHAs and DHAs themselves, but 43 percent of respondents did not know or did not respond. The relatively large number of “don’t know” and no responses in this topic suggests that procurement responsibilities and flows may be more diverse or nonstandardized than is assumed.

Nearly all health offices reported preparing an annual procurement plan (100 percent of RHAs and 81 percent of DHAs).

**Health Care Management**

With respect to coordination and supervision of health service provision, the survey indicated a dispersion of responsibilities at the regional level: while 57 percent of RHAs reported being themselves responsible for this activity, another 57 percent responded that headquarters (of GHS and/or MOH) were responsible, and 14 percent did not know. The pattern was somewhat clearer among DHAs, where 87 percent indicated that this responsibility rested with the DHAs themselves; however, nearly one-third indicated the regional health office or MOH/GHS headquarters as responsible, and another 12 percent did not know.

Monitoring, supervision, and the overall interaction of the DHAs with District Hospitals are problematic in many districts. Both RHAs and DHAs interact directly with DHOs, and district health managers often complain that DHOs, though operating at the district level, actually report to RHAs and are not integrated in the district health system. Figure 4.13 shows that both RHAs and DHAs supervise DHOs through occasional visits or meetings and monitoring of hospital indicators. The proportion of RHAs involved in these activities is higher than that of DHAs, confirming the relatively low
interaction between DHAs and DHOs. Further, most often interaction appears to happen only occasionally and not systematically: only 29 percent of RHAs and 31 percent of DHAs indicated that they made regular routine visits to hospitals (at least monthly). Joint involvement in planning or needs assessment was mentioned by few DHAs.

The interaction and supervision with sub-district health services are lower for RHAs, but stronger for DHAs, when compared to DHOs. This is expected, since sub-district services (provided by Health Centers and Community Health Services) are the full and main responsibility of DHAs. As shown in figure 4.14, regular and frequent visits and meetings from DHAs are common—though not the generalized practice that would be expected. Joint planning and needs assessment is also more frequent than with District Hospitals. Surprisingly, RHAs are also involved in sub-district supervision and monitoring in a significant manner (86 percent reported making occasional visits and meetings, and 57 percent monitor sub-district indicators). It is not clear if the RHAs’ involvement operates as support to DHAs’ supervision activities or duplicates them; but the apparent duplication of efforts deserves some attention.

Knowledge and Perceptions of Decentralization

Awareness of the government’s decentralization policy is limited at the local level: while 43 percent of RHAs reported being pretty much aware, and 57 percent somewhat aware of this policy, 37 percent of DHAs indicated having little or no knowledge of it. In addition, only 25 percent of DHAs and 14 percent of RHAs have a clear vision of what would be their responsibilities under the decentralized system (figure 4.15).

However, when asked what would be their responsibilities, health offices directors provide a list that is inconsistent with the likely distribution of responsibilities in a devolved system (figure 4.16). Both RHAs and DHAs indicated nearly all functions as
their responsibility, although with differing emphasis. For instance, both indicted coordination of primary care services as their responsibility in equal proportion, when PHC would expectedly be the sole responsibility of the districts. DHAs also give relatively little emphasis on planning and monitoring activities.

RHA and DHA officers were also asked what they knew and thought about GOG’s policy of devolution of the health system to local governments. Such devolution implies the transfer of local level facilities and offices to the DAs’ authority, as stated in several legal and policy documents on decentralization (see Section 3). In this regard, the survey

Source: Author’s survey of DHAs and RHAs.
shows a substantial lack of clear information and understanding of the official government policy, and—especially at the district level—some resistance to the idea. To some extent, a split between RHAs and DHAs’ perceptions is visible.

On the issue of transferring local health offices (DHAs) to DA authority, 71 percent of RHAs and 100 percent of DHAs were unsure or disagreed with that policy (figure 4.17). As shown in figures 4.18 and 4.19, most RHAs see the transfer of Health Centers and Dis-
District Hospitals to DA authority as positive, while most DHAs do not have a clear opinion on that. The latter actually seems to hide an unformulated resistance to the transfer.

However, 69 percent of DHAs and 43 percent of RHAs perceive district health offices as best prepared to organize and manage health care services. Surprisingly, the majority of RHAs do not trust DHAs to perform that function, and see GHS headquarters as better prepared, in a rather central-focused vision.

Overall, RHAs are more optimistic on the feasibility and impact of decentralization than DHAs; as shown in figures 4.20 and 4.21, 94 percent of the latter either disagree or are unsure about feasibility of devolution (compared with 57 percent of RHAs) and 81 percent are unsure or negative about its impact (against 29 percent of RHAs). This
skepticism about the feasibility and impact of decentralization constitutes a potentially important obstacle to the devolution policy of GOG. Insufficient information and discussion on the policy is likely to contribute to this skepticism, although when asked about the advantages and disadvantages of decentralization, respondents gave consistent responses.

The most cited advantages are: decision power closer to users (100 percent of RHAs and 81 percent of DHAs), better adaptation to local needs (100 percent and 69 percent), greater flexibility and agility (86 percent and 62 percent), and easier cross-sector integration (86 percent and 50 percent). Among the disadvantages or threats, the most cited were: insufficient funding (100 percent and 60 percent); weak local management capac-

\[\text{Figure 4.20: Perceptions on the feasibility of decentralization}\]

\[\text{Figure 4.21: Expectations on positive impact of decentralization on health system performance}\]

\[\text{Source: Author’s survey of DHAs and RHAs.}\]
ity (71 percent and 60 percent), difficult sector fragmentation (86 percent and 53 percent), and health system fragmentation (57 percent and 53 percent).\(^2\)

The technical and managerial capacity of RHAs, DHAs and DAs was rated by respondents as average or below (figure 4.22). RHAs rated themselves higher (43 percent strong and 14 percent average) than DHAs (44 percent weak or very weak). However, both rated the DAs’ capacity to absorb health functions much lower; RHAs rated them as weak (43 percent) or very weak (14 percent); but DHAs, which have closer and more frequent contact with DAs structure and staff, rated them as very weak (50 percent) or weak (37 percent); no RHA or DHA rated any DA as having a strong capacity. This perception of local governments’ capacity confirms and explains the skepticism with which subnational entities and especially DHAs view decentralization, but may also be biased by the respondents’ clear preference for maintaining the current system.

Respondents were also asked to rate the DAs capacity for a number of typical health related functions (figure 4.23). The only strength perceived in DAs is the capacity to plan and prepare a budget, rated as very strong by both RHAs and DHAs. Functions related to procurement, human resource and health care management were rated as very weak.

*Source:* Author’s survey of DHAs and RHAs.
This pattern seems to reflect the main responsibilities already transferred to local governments (mostly budget preparation and management).

Because this survey was limited in scope and sample size, and did not include a sample of DAs, these findings are preliminary and mostly qualitative. Extending this type of capacity mapping to all districts—and a sample of DAs—could help identify more precisely existing strengths and weaknesses and thus support the development of a focused strategy for increasing local capacity in key areas.

**Conclusion**

Decentralization—especially in the form of devolution—in health should not be seen as a packaged deal, because local capacity varies substantially across different functions and responsibilities, and other factors will influence the feasibility and impact of decentralizing specific functions, such as: the efficiency arising from economies of scale, the technical content of each function, and local characteristics. Table 4.3 provides a preliminary assessment of strengths and weaknesses for decentralizing particular functions to different levels of the health system, based on the rapid assessment presented above. Pursuing this exercise based on more detailed data regarding DAs would be quite useful in better planning and implementing the decentralization process.

This survey did not include a sample of DAs, so an objective assessment of their capacity is not possible at this point. However, the 2006 Public Expenditure Tracking Survey (PETS) found various problems in decentralized resource management at the central and DA levels, including inconsistencies in financial data regarding transfers from central government to DAs, substantial delays in effecting these transfers, inconsistent record keeping at the DA level, poor accountability of funds received with significant leakages, and weak overall managerial capacity. The PETS findings suggest that
Table 4.3: Weaknesses in capacity and process by level of government and function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>District</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>District</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policymaking</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>District</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning &amp; Budgeting</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>District</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring &amp; Evaluation</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>District</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care coordination</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>District</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR Management</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>District</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>District</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance &amp; Execution</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>District</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s survey of DHAs and RHAs.
Local governments suffer from significant weaknesses regarding the already devolved responsibilities. It should be noted that similar problems were found in the deconcentrated systems and flows (including NHIS), as encountered in the PETS and noted in the section titled “Data sources and issues.”

Within the devolution design, sub-districts are supposed to be strengthened as administrative units and become the main level for provision of primary health care services. The key element of this strategy is the establishment of Community Health Planning and Services (CHPS). However, only 285 sub-districts had been formally implemented in 2007, 83 percent of which in five regions (Western, Upper East, Eastern, Central and Upper West). Furthermore, in most cases sub-districts have little or no autonomy or resources of their own. Although 110 BMCs have been established at the sub-district-level, according to the 2009 Public Expenditure Review, only the Ashanti Region reported financial allocation to sub-districts separated from the DHA (see figure 5.10 below).

Facilities also enjoy some level of formal autonomy. Most hospitals and many health centers have a committee attached to them, which has mostly an advisory role. All hospitals have been made into BMCs, which means they are planning and budgetary units. National hospitals are autonomous units with a governance board. However, as reflected in the survey of RHAs and DHAs, facility autonomy is limited by the centralization of decision-making and payment process for staff, some procurement and investment. Overall, the larger part of facilities’ expenditure is controlled from the central government.

Notes

1. The sample for this section was significantly smaller than intended: five of the six RHAs, and 16 of the 24 DHAs invited attended the workshop. No DHA from the Northern Region was present. This may have introduced a bias toward more developed districts of the coastal and forest zones (figure 4.1).
2. The fact that DHAs indicated multiple responses, adding up to more than 100 percent is also suggestive of unclear responsibilities in that matter or unclear rules.
3. These alternatives were offered in the questionnaire and may thus have influenced the responses; open responses were not cited as frequently.
4. Transfers were often sufficiently large as to reduce substantially the amount of budget funds released during the year.
Analysis of Regional Resource Allocation

This chapter looks at expenditure patterns and some aspects of fiscal decentralization at the district level in Ghana. The next section discusses data sources and issues encountered in the collection and analysis of relevant data. The section titled “Some Evidence on Fiscal Decentralization and Health” presents some evidence of fiscal decentralization in other countries. The main financial flows and patterns to and within district level are summarized in the following section. The section titled “Resource allocation patterns analyzes expenditure patterns at the district level of GHS structure. The section titled “Regional Variation in Health Expenditure per Capita” compares per capitation health expenditure across regions and districts, and discusses the possible factors affecting it. The section titled “Summary of Findings from the Resource Allocation Analysis” summarizes the main findings of this chapter.

Data Sources and Issues

The data sources used for this chapter include GHS Consolidated Statement of Revenue and Expenditure for 2008, expenditure data by BMC from the Public Expenditure Review (PER) exercise (PER 2010), the GHS list of facilities and Bedstate Returns by district, and population data for the same year. We decided not to use budget allocation data because of the frequently large differences between budget allocation and actual expenditure.1

The process of gathering and analyzing data on resource distribution at the local level highlighted important problems in data collection and management that reflect on the ability to analyze health expenditure. First, there is a problem of inconsistency in the number, classification and names of local governments. The number of districts has been rising steadily in recent years, and at the same time some of them were transformed into municipalities or metropolitan areas. However, different data sources have not kept pace with this process; for instance, some new districts may have facilities allocated to them, but budget and population estimates refer to the original district before separation. Adjustments were made in the data to account for these changes, to the extent that information was available. Furthermore, existing data sources and documents use different names for the same LG unit, or different classifications; this may be due to delays in updating databases, or to inconsistent writing of district names. These inconsistencies between different documents and databases were found systematically when matching population data, budget figures, and expenditure data.

Obtaining district expenditure data was problematic, in spite of the existing system for collecting, reporting and consolidating of health expenditure within the MOH/GHS system. Such data is collected at the district level manually, and sent to the Regional Health Administration offices for consolidation; RHAs then enter the data into an electronic system (ACCPAC); consolidated data are then sent electronically to GHS headquarters.
However, it was not possible to obtain the data produced in that system, for two reasons. First, as explained by GHS officers, the ACCPAC system records only consolidated data by region, and disaggregated data by district apparently cannot be retrieved once entered. Second, requesting them from regional or district offices proved very cumbersome. Third, substantial differences—possibly data errors—were found in the successive partial data obtained, suggesting low reliability of existing data.

Fortunately, at the same time this study was performed, a new Public Expenditure Review exercise, funded by the World Bank, was under way. A preliminary version of the PER data showed substantial data errors, which were later revised and corrected. Another data issue is the inconsistency in the organization and presentation of existing data—especially financial data—with little information provided on definitions and scope or aggregation of each figure provided. This makes it difficult to compare figures for budget allocation with actual expenditure. Available data indicate wide variations that seem to relate to discrepancies in classification or aggregation rather than delays in disbursement of funds or year-to-year variations. For example, the 2009 budget allocation gives a figure of GHC 17 million for DHAs, while expenditure data from Consolidating Statements for 2008 give 195 million. Another example is that a significant number of BMCs appear as not having personnel expenditure; this is most likely an issue of reporting error, although it might be related in some cases to the division of old districts into new ones.

Finally, discrepancies were noted also in the number of facilities reported and inconsistencies in their classification. Different sources (GHS website, budget documents, and others) seem to work with different classifications and numbers of facilities, without making clear how the different types of facilities were aggregated.

In summary, structured information systems are in place, which should provide valuable information for analysis; but the inconsistencies and reporting errors, with insufficient data monitoring and checking, result in unreliable or imprecise data for critical information. As a result, some uncertainty exists regarding the precise value computed for per capita expenditure in particular districts. However, the general pattern observed and described below is unlikely to be greatly affected by these issues.

**Some Evidence on Fiscal Decentralization in Health**

The degree of fiscal decentralization varies substantially across countries. If measured by the proportion of local government expenditure relative to total government spending, it is highest in Western Europe and the United States (mean value of 26 percent), average in Asia (15–20 percent) and Latin America (11 percent), and lowest in Africa (5 percent) and the Middle East (United Cities and Local Governments 2009). In Scandinavian countries, local governments’ expenditure reaches 52 percent, and some Asian countries such as Japan, China, and the Republic of Korea come close to that value. Among African countries, only in one—South Africa—this proportion reaches 10 percent; in most other countries, it varies between 3 and 6 percent. The figure for Ghana was 6.2 percent in 2005 (Decentralization Policy Review 2008). This suggests that in spite of recent efforts, African countries have achieved a much lower degree of decentralization than other regions, if expenditure responsibility is used as a proxy.

With respect to the health sector, similar variation across countries is observed in the existing arrangement for financing and providing health services, and the extent
to which responsibilities have been transferred to local governments. Of the 21 African countries reviewed in United Cities and Local Governments (2009), in 19 basic health services were provided at the local level. In the Asia-Pacific region, the proportion was of 8 out of 12 (in Australia, Malaysia, New Zealand and Thailand, LGs do not provide such services). In some federal countries (such as Canada and Australia), health expenditure is an exclusive responsibility of states or provinces, even though the federal government finances a significant part of the total. In regional countries, such as Spain and Italy, health services provision is a joint responsibility of regional and local governments, and are jointly financed, but in different proportions (Bordignon and Turati 2003). It is worth noting that several countries have maintained a centralized health system, with (relatively) good results; the United Kingdom and France (the latter through its Social Security system) are two examples among developed countries.

The different patterns of health financing are presented in Figure 5.1 for a few illustrative countries. The figure shows that four different patterns arise: (i) countries where health expenditures are fully or mostly decentralized to local governments (Scandinavian countries and Italy); (ii) countries which have decentralized mostly to state or provincial governments (this is the case in federal states such as Spain, Australia, Canada and Switzerland); (iii) countries where health expenditure remains fully or mostly centralized (United Kingdom, USA and Israel); and (iv) countries where a Social Security system is the major financer of the health system (mostly western Europe countries as France, Germany, Netherlands and Belgium). Brazil in Latin America, Tanzania and Uganda in Africa, are among developing countries with the highest proportion of local expenditure (around 30 percent), but in all these countries the largest share comes from the central government. Brazil is atypical among federal states in its decentralization

![Figure 5.1: Fiscal decentralization in health across countries](image)

Source: OECD (Government Expenditure by level and function, 2006–2008) and NHA for individual countries (reference year varies).

Note: Private expenditure is excluded.
to local government. The figure also illustrates the variety of financing arrangements across countries, and highlights the fact that no one single arrangement is best: countries known for having a (relatively) successful health system have very different forms of centralization/decentralization.

The Financing of District Health in Ghana

The health sector in Ghana is financed by four different sources: the central government budget (which may be executed at different levels of government), local government funds (whether from their own revenues or general transfers from the center), donors (with a large part of donor funding channeled through the budget), and households out-of-pocket expenditure; spending by private enterprises is quite small. The relative importance of the different sources and channels of financing is not known precisely in Ghana. The country’s first and only National Health Accounts (NHA) exercise was conducted in 2006, based on 2002 data, and its estimates have not been updated since then. That study estimated that Out-of-Pocket (OOP) household expenditure was the largest source of funding for the health sector, with 24 percent of Total Health Expenditure (THE), while MOH/GHS, DAs and donors channeled 20 percent each (Ghana NHA 2002). The overall composition is shown in figure 5.2.

The World Health Organization monitors health expenditure of each country based on data informed by countries’ government and supplemented by NHA assessments when available. The composition for 2002 and 2008, given in figure 5.3, is quite different from that of the NHA data. However, the comparison between the two years highlights

**Figure 5.2: NHA expenditure data for 2002**

- **MOH**: 20%
- **MLG&RD**: 6%
- **Regional Governments**: 8%
- **District Assemblies**: 19%
- **Social Security**: 0%
- **Quasi-Govt**: 6%
- **Households OOP**: 24%
- **Private Corporations**: 7%
- **Private insurance**: 0%
- **NPISH (Donors)**: 6%
- **Other**: 1%
- **Donors**: 1%

**Source:** Ghana National Health Accounts 2002.
one of the two main trends in Ghana’s health expenditure in the last decade: the growth of national health insurance from its inception in 2003. The figures suggest a strong impact of the NHIS on households’ expenditure, including both through user fees (the “cash-and-carry” part of IGF) and out-of-pocket expenditure. A recent report from the World Bank indicates that the proportion of OOP as a proportion of private expenditure decreased from 79.5 percent in 2000 to 78.8 percent in 2006 (Beciu and Haddad 2009), a very small change. However, one should note that the NHIS membership picked up after 2006, and that the impact of insurance protection on actual OOP may take some time to materialize.

The second trend is an important result of the decentralization process. Decentralization has increased the proportion of expenditure spent at the district level. Allocation to district-level facilities and services has increased from 22.8 percent in 1996 to 34 percent in 1997 and 50.7 percent in 2007 (Financial Statements); regional spending increased from 17 to 25 percent but fell back to 15 percent in 2007. District-level health services and programs in Ghana are funded through five main sources and channels: (i) Central government budget allocated to local facilities, programs and administrative offices; (ii) Internally Generated Funds (IGF); (iii) central government transfers to DAs; and (iv) local government own revenues. However, it is difficult to disentangle the different sources of financing for these district-level expenditures. Budget and reporting documents disaggregate expenditure by level of government and BMC, but do not distinguish district-level expenditure funded by MOH/GHS budget, by transfers from MLGRD, or by DAs funds.

Some approximation is, however, possible. The Controller Accountant General’s Office (CAG) pays salaries and benefits directly to civil servants’ accounts working at the district level, and Personnel Emoluments (Item 1) represent 54 percent of recurrent expenditures at the district level (and 40 percent of total expenditures in 2008), and over

![Figure 5.3: Health expenditure composition by WHO estimates](image-url)
90% of Central Government recurrent disbursements for health. A second flow regards investment expenditure (Item 4), also spent directly by the central government, usually by MOFEP; Item 4 expenditure accounted for 15 percent of public expenditure on health in 2007 and 48 percent in 2008 (the latter is due to a heavy investment in regional hospitals). The third flow relates to central government expenditure—funded by general state revenue—on Items 2 (Administration) and Item 3 (Service), including MOH direct spending through its vertical programs, and MLGRD transfers for capacity building and other initiatives. This flow is of unknown magnitude, but likely to be relatively minor, since over 90 percent of central government recurrent health spending relates to personnel.

A fourth financing flow to district health is funded by Development Partners and channeled through MOH (or MOFEP in the case of investment expenditure). These funds accounted for 4 percent of all district-level recurrent expenditures but the majority of Service Expenditure (Item 3). They usually are passed through to MOH budget, and then to facilities and administrative offices at regional or district levels. The largest part of MOH programs are funded in that manner. Internally Generated Funds (IGF) constitute the fifth flow, and include revenues from user fees charged at the facility level for certain health services and goods; they accounted for 23 percent of district-level expenditure in 2008.

Finally, payments from the National Health Insurance System for services rendered to its members by local public facilities amounted to 6 percent of total expenditure (MOH Audited Financial Statements 2008). NHIS provides health care coverage to an increasing proportion of the population—15.8 percent in 2006, and 35 percent in 2008 (DHS 2008)—but constitutes a modest source of revenue for the public health system.5

The main flows for financing district health services are shown in Figure 5.4, with its approximate percentage composition. The figures for 2007, which are not distorted by the heavy investment expense of 2008, are: GOG budget 49.6 percent; IGF 1799 percent; donor funds 17.5 percent (including Health Fund/Budget Support 6.9 percent), MOH Programs 2.8 percent and HIPC 3.0 percent); National Health Insurance payments 5.9 percent; Financial Credits 4.7 percent; and other sources.

DAs’ expenditure from their own and transferred revenues constitute another financial flow for which no estimates are available. According to the LG Act of 1993, DAs own revenues include: Basic, Special and Property Rates, Licenses, Fees, Royalties, Rent and other sources. In addition, the 1992 Constitution mandated, and the District Assemblies Common Fund Act (1993) established, that the (central) government should allocate at least 5 percent of its total revenues to a District Assemblies Common Fund (DACF),6 aimed at strengthening structures and capacity at the district level. The DACF has thus instituted a new flow of funds transferred by the central government to DAs, and represents the main channel of fiscal decentralization in Ghana so far.7 Successive legislations have required that the DAs allocate such funds to specific functions and purposes—including health and education—according to the responsibilities devolved to these local governments. According to the PETS 2007, in 2005 and 2006 the DAs received from DACF about GHC 800 million each year, of which 42 percent was earmarked for education (PETS 2007).8 However, as mentioned above, the degree to which DAs are performing the health functions already devolved to them is unclear, and so is the amount DAs are spending on health.
A recent report on Ghana budgeting process (Abeka-Nkrumah et al. 2009) has found significant weaknesses in the process, in a pattern that corroborates the findings in this report:

- Weak financial management capacity at all levels of the health system
- Weak reporting practices associated with important delays and information quality
- Low use of instruments and tools for budget and financial management at the decentralized levels
- Substantial budget and cash flow variations that imply redoing the budget several times
- Bureaucratic procedures that are followed without a focus on actual results
- Low effective local authority over budget allocation and spending.

In particular, the authors found that “the budget preparation process at BMC level has to be done twice or even more. The first budget which is prepared is based on the ceiling provided by the MOH and the policy priorities for the coming year. This budget is submitted to the regional and central levels together with all other budgets submitted to MoFEP. But the actual resources allocated to the BMCs differ in general substantially
from the original ceilings. These irregular budget cuts mean that the BMCs have to prepare their budgets again based on actual resources received. This tends to undermine the budget preparation process and make it difficult for a BMC to plan ahead. As a result, some BMCs do not put any effort in the first budget preparation process knowing that after receiving their actual ceiling they have to do it all over again.”

Resource Allocation Patterns

Expenditure on district-level facilities and services have been around 50 percent of MOH expenditure in the last three years (figure 5.5), which would place Ghana among the top countries in terms of fiscal decentralization in health (see data for other countries in the section titled “Data sources and issues” above). However, this includes expenditure spent on behalf of the local level, but not controlled by local authorities. The degree of real fiscal decentralization is limited by several factors. First, more than 50 percent of district-level expenditure (two-thirds in 2008) is executed centrally on behalf of district-level offices and facilities (staff payment and investment expenditure). Second, both DAs’ spending and MOH non-personnel recurrent expenditure are limited by centrally defined guidelines for required allocations. These earmarked allocations—including donor sponsored programs and DACF resources—constitute the larger part of service expenditure. The 2007 PETS indicated that 42 percent of DACF funds were retained at the central level for several earmarked programs or initiatives (some of them related to health). Third, transfers to local level have not been made in a regular and timely fashion, and cash releases have been short of planned. A new District Development Fund Facility has been proposed to consolidate and increase financing streams used for strengthening district development, and provide incentives for local officials to follow GOG policies and processes to ensure accountability and transparency. Overall, the

![Figure 5.5: Distribution of recurrent health expenditure by type and level, 2006–08](image)

real local authority over financial resources, both within the current MOH/GHS system and within Das’ responsibilities, is much more limited than the high proportion of fund transfers suggest.

Consolidated public expenditure (including IGF and donors’ funds) on health in Ghana in 2008 has emphasized capital investment, and personnel expenditures have represented only 28 percent of the total (figure 5.6a). But as a proportion of recurrent expenses, personnel represented over half of the total, which is consistent with international evidence. However, at the district level, personnel represents a proportion well above the national figure: as shown in figure 5.6b, personnel expenditure accounted for 41 percent of total expenditure, but a proportion of recurrent expenditure similar to the country average (MOH Audited Financial Statements 2008).

The different expense categories (head items) are funded by different sources, in a pattern similar to national health expenditure. As shown in figure 5.7, there is a great deal of specialization in financing sources. Personnel (Item 1) at the district level is almost exclusively funded by GOG budget (2.5 percent are funded by IGF). Administration (Item 2) is funded mostly by IGF, with a 12 percent contribution from GOG. Service (Item 3) is funded by a mix of IGF (42 percent), donor-sponsored MOH programs (33 percent) and NHIS reimbursements (24 percent). As for investment (Item 4), it is almost exclusively funded by Financial Credits. It is worth noting that Item 3, which represents the major part of non-personnel recurrent expenditure at district level, is fully funded by non-GOG sources.

The detailed distribution of health expenditure by level of care and type of facility appears in figure 5.8. It shows that in 2008 the largest share of total recurrent expenditure was allocated to District Health Administration offices. According to the PETS 2007, this is so because DHAs often spend on behalf of their sub-districts (health centers and CHPS) or other facilities without recording that these expenditures are for those units. The 2007 PER seems to confirm this: figure 5.9 shows the distribution of sub-national expenditure by type of facility and office, and indicates that most district-level expenditure is allocated to district hospitals (DHOs—52 percent of subnational spending) and sub-district facilities (Health Centers and Clinics) and programs (CHPS), with 19 percent. Other discrepancies between the two sources (MOH Audited Statements and

![Figure 5.6: National and district health spending by head item, 2008](image)

*Source: MOH Audited Financial Statements 2008.*
PER) are apparent, and reveal the lack of consistency in expenditure classification and/or possible data errors.

Figure 5.8 also shows that MOH Headquarters report an important expenditure in the Service category, which appears to be related to the ministry’s vertical programs.

We computed the mean expenditure value, for the different types of facility and unit, and compared it across different sources. Table 5.1 below shows sizeable differences across types of facilities, with Teaching Hospitals receiving the largest budget allocation.
by far, and District Hospitals the smallest. RHAs also receive a much greater allocation than District offices. But the table also shows substantial differences across data sources. Even though it is well known that actual expenditures can be different—and usually lower—than budget allocations, and that the table compares two different years, some of the differences are too large to be explained by the expected variation year-to-year or between budget and execution. They are more likely related to differences in classification and data errors.

To check whether the observed differences among facility types were justified, we also compared the main features—size, production and expenditure—for different categories of hospitals. The results, shown in table 5.2, suggest that District Hospitals receive a proportionately larger allocation relative to their production, and thus have a substantially higher cost per bed or per patient day. A more detailed analysis of hospital
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Figure 5.9: Expenditure allocation at regional and district levels

Table 5.1: Mean expenditure* by type of facility or unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility/Unit</th>
<th>Budget 09</th>
<th>Expenditure 08</th>
<th>Expenditure 08 (PER)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Hospital</td>
<td>26,432,260</td>
<td>27,767,450</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric Hospital</td>
<td>4,008,386</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Hospital</td>
<td>3,382,482</td>
<td>1,558,141</td>
<td>1,810,741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Hospital</td>
<td>1,008,196</td>
<td>969,755</td>
<td>667,617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-district (HC+)</td>
<td>125,199</td>
<td>54,918</td>
<td>172,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAG</td>
<td>160,348</td>
<td>112,721</td>
<td>928,548**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHA</td>
<td>2,003,876</td>
<td>5,329,608</td>
<td>114,776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHA</td>
<td>124,892</td>
<td>1,419,988</td>
<td>173,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Institution</td>
<td>312,564</td>
<td>373,228</td>
<td>248,895</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2009 Appropriation Bill Detailed (Budget 09), GHS Consolidating Statement of Revenue and Expenditure by BMC Group, and PER 2009.

*All figures in Cedi.

**Mission hospitals only.
costs and a revision of criteria for allocation of budget and other resources would clarify the cause of this apparent distortion.

**Regional Variation in Health Expenditure per Capita**

The PER study showed reasonable variation among regions, but wide variation across districts, in the distribution of decentralized health spending per capita. Figure 5.10 shows that national spending at subnational levels was GHC 5.52 in 2008, with relatively little variation across regions, within a range of 7.86 in Brong Ahafo to 3.23 in the Northern Region. The figure also shows that the largest contribution to that level

### Table 5.2: Mean features of hospitals by category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Hospital</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean No of Beds</th>
<th>Mean No. Admissions</th>
<th>Mean Patient-Days</th>
<th>Mean Recurrent Expenditure*</th>
<th>Mean Expend/Bed</th>
<th>Mean Expend/PDay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>41,700</td>
<td>250,723</td>
<td>26,432,260</td>
<td>28,270</td>
<td>105.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>2,209</td>
<td>146,060</td>
<td>4,008,386</td>
<td>10,139</td>
<td>27.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>12,640</td>
<td>55,886</td>
<td>1,558,141</td>
<td>7,143</td>
<td>27.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>4,578</td>
<td>15,081</td>
<td>969,755</td>
<td>13,270</td>
<td>64.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAG</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>5,474</td>
<td>23,113</td>
<td>687,790</td>
<td>6,720</td>
<td>29.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-Public</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2,078</td>
<td>7,448</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>3,920</td>
<td>32,479</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*All expenditures in Cedi.

### Figure 5.10: Variation in sub-national health expenditure per capita across regions, 2008

Source: PER 2009.

Note: Includes spending by Regions and Districts (but not by MOH and GHS headquarters) “Other” includes mostly mission hospitals and training institutions. SDGs allocation was not available for all districts, and was often included in DHA expenditure.
of spending was services provided by District Hospitals (DHOs), followed by regional-level expenditure. District level primary care services (reflected in spending by DHAs and sub-districts—SDGs) contributed the smallest part, except in the Eastern Region.

Spending by central level offices and facilities (headquarters and teaching and specialized hospitals), are concentrated in three regions—Greater Accra, Ashanti and Northern—where offices and hospitals are located.

Total health expenditure per capita—including all expenditure by MOH and GHS on decentralized administrative offices, health facilities and training institutions—varied enormously across districts, as shown in figure 5.11. The mean value was GHC 5.52, but 7 districts had a value of GHC 20 or more, with Kintampo South leading at GHC 41.40, while 31 districts showed a value lower than 1 Cedi. The distribution of total health expenditure is not clearly related to district population, as apparent from figure 5.9, and is little influenced by regional differences, since no regional pattern is apparent from the graph (figure 5.10 also showed much smaller variations across regions).

Different hypotheses might explain variation of government health expenditure. First, population size; but the variation in health expenditure per capita show that this factor is not important. Second, poverty, as existing budget allocation rules recommend that budget allocation should take into account poverty or population needs; however, figures 5.12 and 5.13 show no association pattern between expenditure per capita and a welfare indicator constructed from the GLSS5 survey.11

District-level expenditure—expenditure allocated to DHAs and DHOs, including sub-districts—shows similarly large variation across districts. The only difference from the distribution in figure 5.11 is the exclusion of regional-level spending, in other words, Regional Health Directorates, Regional Hospitals and most training institutions. This affects only regional capitals, where most regional expenditure concentrates. For
Figure 5.12: Expenditure per capita and welfare across regions

Source: PER and GLSS5.

Figure 5.13: Health expenditure per capita and welfare across districts

Source: PER and GLSS5.
regional capitals, regional spending accounts for the majority of total expenditure, as illustrated in figure 5.14. In the smaller capitals, regional spending amounts to a high level per capita, making these MMDAs among the highest spenders overall.

Overall, the variation observed across districts was substantial. Another hypothesis for such variation would be that spending is related to the existing health infrastructure. To investigate this hypothesis, figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the variation across districts of

---

**Figure 5.14: Health expenditure by level in regional capitals**

Source: PER 2009.

---

**Figure 5.15: Primary care expenditure per capita (DHAs and SDGs) across districts, 2008**

Source: PER 2009.
the two components of local-level expenditure: primary care services, generally provided by sub-district facilities and teams (SDGs) and to some extent by DHAs themselves (for management and support activities); and hospital services, provided by District Hospitals (DHOs) and Regional Hospitals (RHOs) (mission hospitals were not included in the analysis due to the paucity of data in the PER study). Regional Hospitals and District Hospitals were pooled together in this analysis because it is assumed that the former treat mostly patients from the locality where they are located, in spite of their role as referral facilities. Even if that assumption is relaxed, and only DHOs are considered, it would affect only regional capitals and not the general pattern across 170 districts.

The two figures show that large variations across districts are found in both categories, with the absence of a clear pattern. In figure 5.13, Primary care spending per capita varies a lot, in a pattern similar to that for Total Expenditure (figure 5.11). Apart from five outliers—Atiwa, Asunafo South, Kintampo South, Yilo Krobo and Kwahu West—the range of values is between GHC 4.22 and 0.07. Even assuming that the outliers are data errors, the remaining variation is still quite large for a type of spending that should be closely related to districts’ population. Hospital spending per capita also varies a lot (Figure 5.16), ranging from GHC 35 to 0. Four outliers were encountered: Kwabre, Asante Akim South, Kintampo South and Sunyani. This variation is likely to reflect the presence and size of a hospital (or more than one) in the district. However, even among districts with one or more hospitals, variations are quite large.

Such variation would be expected to relate not only to the number of hospitals in the district, but also to the size of the hospital(s). Indeed, the mean expenditure by a DHO varies greatly, and some district hospitals spend more than most regional hospitals. Table 5.2 showed the mean size and expenditure by type of facility; but there is a wide variation in the size, production and expenditure of hospitals within the same category.
Some DHOs may actually have the size to be a regional hospital, and the inverse is also true (see figure 5.17 for a comparison of mean sizes and variation by type of hospital). This variation suggests that the definition, requisites, and functions of the two categories of hospital—regional and district—may not be standardized or clearly defined.

**Summary of Findings from the Resource Allocation Analysis**

The analysis in this chapter brought a few insights into the financial and fiscal dimension of decentralization in Ghana. First, a short review of international country data revealed that the degree of fiscal decentralization in health—in other words, the degree to which expenditure on health has been decentralized to local governments—varies widely across both developed and developing countries. And the existing evidence indicates that organized health systems can function well with quite different levels and forms of decentralization, including with centralized systems.

Second, the analysis of recent trends in the health sector indicated important trends in health care financing. First is the rapid growth of the National Health Insurance System, which is reducing out-of-pocket expenditure and the importance of Internally Generated Funds. Additionally, Ghana shows a high proportion of financial resources allocated to decentralized levels of the health system, but most of this expenditure is in fact controlled and executed by the central government. Therefore, the degree of fiscal decentralization associated with health is much more limited than the simple resource allocation would suggest.

Third, the financing and expenditure patterns at the district level show a high degree of specialization of financing sources regarding expenditure categories: GOG budget finances nearly all personnel expenditure, and little else, while non-personnel recurrent

![Figure 5.17: Mean and range of size by type of hospital (in No. of beds)](image)

*Source: PER 2009.*
expenses are funded by non-government resources (Development Partners funds, IGF and, increasingly, NHIS reimbursements.

The study also highlighted important variations in public expenditure across districts, both for primary care and for hospital services; these variations are not related to population size and do not seem to reflect rational criteria for geographical resource allocation. Even though the size and concentration of hospitals is an important factor in determining health expenditure levels, the observed differences are highly indicative of substantial inequalities. The existing formula for resource allocation to districts does not seem to be working adequately, or is not effective.

Notes
1. The Decentralization Policy Review of 2007 indicated that in a survey of three districts—Gush-eigu, Ajumako/Esiam and Accra Metro—over three years deviation between budgeted expenditures and actual expenditure varied between -28 percent and +64 percent. Such deviations are much smaller for central government, but are still substantial.
2. Sources: United Cities and Local Governments (2009); and OECDStats (2008). Note that these average values are approximated, because only few countries with data available were considered. They refer to local governments only, and exclude state or provincial level governments.
4. However, it should be noted that a large part of the NHIS funding comes actually from central government general taxes (rather than specific social security contributions as in European countries) through subsidies for vulnerable groups.
5. NHIS reported in 2008 that 54 percent of the country’s population was enrolled, and 45 percent had valid ID card holders (MOH 2009—Independent Review). In 2006, paying members represented 27.5 percent of all members, and exempt members 72.5 percent (Health Sector Review 2006). NHIS includes four different types of insurance schemes, both public and private: (i) a mandatory scheme for those involved in the formal sector, (ii) district mutual insurance schemes (one per district), (iii) private mutual schemes, and (iv) private for-profit insurance schemes. Of all services provided through NHIS, 50% were provided by public facilities, 30 percent by CHAG and 30 percent by private providers (NHIA, Banking on Health 2008).
6. The Ghana Poverty Reduction Strategy (GPRS) pledged to increase the proportion of government revenues to 7.5 percent.
7. Funds are distributed to all DAs annually according to a formula approved by parliament and transferred on a quarterly basis. Transfers are made against submission of annual action plans and budgets (DACF 1994).
8. Surveyed DAs indicated spending on average 5.9 percent of the funds received on education, but a large number of DAs in the sample did not inform whether and how much they were investing in education.
9. DACF earmarked funds include 1 percent for malaria prevention and allocations to capacity building (2 percent) and other items which may impact indirectly on health); they amount to 41 percent of total DACF transfers, leaving 59 percent to cover all responsibilities mandated for district governments.
10. In these calculations, all decentralized MOH/GHS expenditure (to regional offices, facilities, training institutions—have been allocated to the district where the unit is located; for instance, the cost of regional hospitals was allocated to the regions’ capitals. While this is not entirely correct, the distortion is unlikely to be important, since the proportion of a hospital’s users coming from the district where the hospital is located is usually quite high. Also, It is important to note that the exact figures for individual districts may be distorted by the fact that some newly established districts may not yet have separate budget allocation, population or facilities. These values do not include public expenditure on mission hospitals, because only 5 of these hospitals reported expenditure
data in the PER exercise, and including those would distort the figures for a small number of districts relative to the others.

11. This welfare indicator is computed from household consumption expenditure, adjusted by household size and composition and geographic price variation; it is expressed in consumption expenditure per equivalent adult divided by a relative price index (Ghana Statistical Service, 2007: Pattern and Trends of Poverty in Ghana—1991–2006). One should note that district-level analysis of GLSS data should be interpreted with caution, since the GLSS5 sampling framework was stratified by region, ecological zone and urban/rural, but not by district.

12. It should be noted that few mission hospitals provided data to the PER survey, and a number of districts were a mission hospital is important or the only hospital, would have its expenditure level distorted. But this is unlikely to have altered the general pattern significantly.
Main Challenges and Policy Options

Within a long process of decentralization that goes back to independence, the Government of Ghana has defined a form of decentralization by devolution to Districts. This choice is reflected in nearly all legal and policy documents produced so far. Even though there are advantages and disadvantages to each modality of decentralization, this report takes it as given that the country has made its choice regarding the form of decentralization, and discusses how to best plan and implement such choice in the health sector.

Decentralization is a complex process that does not necessarily result in efficiency or equity improvements. In some cases, if structural, organizational and financial issues are not correctly addressed in the design and implementation process, decentralization may actually result in lower efficiency and greater inequalities. While decentralization in general is a complex and lengthy process in any context, decentralization of the health sector has proven to imply additional challenges, due to the nature and characteristics of health systems. For instance, the need for a coordinated multi-level health system that ensures referral mechanisms to higher-level facilities, and the highly technical nature of some health functions and programs, does not make it simple to fully devolve health functions and responsibilities. A careful discussion and clear policies on the different dimensions and implications of health system decentralization is key to build a functional decentralized health system.

Overall, Ghana has over the years established several of the building blocks needed for a successful decentralization, but these efforts lack cohesion and unity of purpose. The GOG needs to bring together these many policies, instruments and systems and make them work for effecting decentralization. This study has identified a number of the key issues and challenges; they are summarized below.

- Several of the basic elements of administrative decentralization are already in place, in the form of the district political and administrative units, their DA with a significant, though still weak, management structure, and GHS District Administration offices. If brought together under a single authority, these structures make for the basic structure of a decentralized health system.
- A number of useful information systems and management tools have been developed and implemented, including planning and budgeting systems, reporting and information systems, performance measurement, and financial transfer mechanisms to local governments, among others; however, their effectiveness is limited by the many overlaps and duplications, the fragmentation among systems, and especially their inability so far to produce reliable information.
- The existing regulations, assessments and policy documents have correctly identified the main challenges in implementing effective government decentralization
in the form of devolution to local governments. But only in recent years has MOH produced consistent policy documents addressing the specific issues of decentralization in the health sector. A comprehensive and clear policy framework to guide implementation of devolution in health is still lacking.

- The existing legal framework concerning health is confusing and contradictory; existing laws and regulations offer changing and conflicting views of what decentralization should look like in the health sector, and are quite vague as to which functions are to be devolved. The often highlighted contradiction between GOG’s policy of devolution and MOH/GHS model of delegation cum deconcentration is only one among several conflicts in regulation and policy.

- The financing framework for local governments is complex and confusing: different funding sources specialize in financing specific line items or programs, and the DAs resource allocation to sectors is not transparent. In addition, fiscal decentralization in Ghana is more apparent than real: over 50 percent of public health expenditure is allocated to the district level, but the larger part of these resources are allocated and controlled by the central government; local authorities—whether DAs or GHS District Offices and facilities—have little real decision power on resource allocation.

- In addition, substantial delays in the transfer and release of funds, both by GOG and NHIS, have hampered the functioning of local governments and local facilities and programs alike.

- Another contradiction in general legislation relates to staff management: broader legislation calls for “full devolution to local governments”, but management of local staff has been centralized in a parallel LGS, which in effect withdraws from LG authority over the major resource they need for managing local services.

- Capacity for implementing and managing a truly decentralized health system is low, not only at the district level but across all levels of government, although the weaknesses may be different at each level; one of the main bottlenecks is the lack of reliable information for decision making, monitoring and evaluation.

- Efforts at decentralization have happened in waves over many years, and have lacked continuity and consistency; they have contributed to the current fragmentation in the health system, with unclear distribution of functions and responsibilities and unclear lines of authority. The two key players in local health systems—the DA and DHAs—have an insufficient level of collaboration and integration, even though formal mechanisms have been established, such as the composite planning.

- As a result of decentralization efforts, participatory mechanisms—usually in the form of local councils and committees—appear to have quite variable effectiveness; in many areas, they have not been functioning as an effective channel of participation in decision making and planning.

- A major obstacle to effective implementation in the health sector has been that many stakeholders have a limited understanding of the process objectives, prerequisites and implications. This is especially true in the health sector, as the survey of regional and district officers clearly showed, and makes it difficult to build consensus and support for the process.
Decentralization and Governance in the Ghana Health Sector

The main issue most often highlighted in decentralization of the health sector in Ghana is the current contradiction between GOG’s model of devolution, and GHS deconcentrated structure. However, this study found that other issues also contribute to hamper real decentralization in the health sector, some of them residing in the general legislation and reflecting directly on health decentralization. Among them is the low level of control local authorities have over budget and expenditure: most of the resources allocated to local facilities and services is actually executed centrally on behalf of local offices, or earmarked from the center to specific programs or initiatives. This clearly runs counter the idea of full devolution.

On the other hand, the contradiction between a deconcentrated GHS and devolution to DAs is not necessarily critical or does not necessarily constitute an obstacle to effective devolution. In fact, GHS deconcentrated district-level structures and facilities, with its significant—though not homogeneous and without weaknesses—managerial and financial autonomy, may be seen as an important intermediate step towards full devolution. GHS deconcentration has promoted the establishment of local health administrative and technical units, which can easily constitute the core of a health sector department in the DAs structure once these units are transferred to DAs’ authority. Some of the existing legislation and policies define exactly that, but have not been implemented yet.

The following sections present a number of policy options to address the challenges summarized above, and thus strengthen and accelerate effective decentralization in health. Some of these options have already been considered or decided, but have not been effectively implemented.

**Capacity Strengthening**

The planning and implementation of decentralization would greatly benefit from a systematic assessment of DHAs’ and Da’s capacity and conditions for taking responsibility for particular functions; this report provides some insights on this issue based on a sample of DHAs, but this assessment should be performed systematically for each and every district, and should focus on identifying specific needs for technical support and strengthening; this assessment should produce a comprehensive mapping of needs for training and technical assistance, that would lead to the development of a comprehensive and prioritized plan for LG capacity building in health, and would integrate the MOH, GHS and development partners efforts in capacity building. This assessment, and the overall process of capacity building, would be better coordinated by the coordinating committee suggested below—or, better still, by one of its sub-committees.

**Coordination Mechanism**

The discussion and definition of a decentralization policy framework for the health sector would have to mobilize all stakeholders, both for strengthening technically the final proposal that will emerge, and to build consensus and support around this proposal. Such an endeavor will require strong and committed leadership from the part of the overseeing institution in the health sector, the Ministry of Health. An MOH-led Committee could be established to coordinate the formulation and implementation of decentralization in the health sector; it would be best placed under the direct authority of the Minister of Health (the highest authority in the sector), be chaired jointly by MOH and MLGRD, and include representatives from the key stakeholders, namely GHS, NHIA, MLGRD,
MOFEP, regional health officers, DAs and DHAs, civil society organizations and development partners. The committee would be a high-level policy-making body, with top-level representatives from each institution, and would be supported by one or more technical sub-committees with technical people to actually develop the technical proposals.

To disseminate ideas and gather support for decentralization, this committee could organize regular (say, quarterly) workshops or consultative meetings, which would bring together all the main stakeholders to discuss policy-relevant issues on decentralization. This approach would greatly contribute to clarify concepts and policies relating to decentralization, seek inputs from diverse sources, build consensus, and overall advance the reform agenda.

**Policy Framework**

A health system decentralization framework is greatly needed, and would further clarify and detail the responsibilities and functions of each government level and agency; the definition of functions to be decentralized should take into account factors such as: economies of scale (especially in procurement of drugs and other strategic supplies and services) and the highly technical nature of some functions and services.

International experience suggests that not all health-related functions and responsibilities can be successfully decentralized. Some typical public health activities, such as disease surveillance, do not work well at the local level. Other responsibilities, such as procurement for some critical supplies (prescription drugs are the best example) would be better performed centrally, because it allows for economies of scale and standardization of supply items, or because decentralization would imply unmanageable fragmentation of certain programs or activities (such as disease surveillance and immunization campaigns, as mentioned in the review of international experiences). A few mixed strategies are discussed in the section titled “Procurement Process” below.

The design of a strong policy framework should thus encompass a detailed technical discussion on which functions and responsibilities should be decentralized to local (or regional) level, and which would remain centralized.

Table 6.1 provides an illustrative and preliminary example of the prospects for decentralization of some typical health functions. This exercise should be systematically carried on until a clear and consensual view emerges on which functions would be best performed at which level of government. It is important to note that this strategic discussion may lead to questioning of some general legislations regarding staff, procurement, financial management, and others.

A strategic approach could be to develop a detailed plan for phased implementation of decentralization, in which LGs with a stronger capacity receive technical assistance and support as needed to effectively implement a first group of decentralized LGs in health. Learning from these experiences would then allow fine tuning and correcting implementing strategies for a second round of districts to implement health decentralization, and so on.

**Integrated Planning and Budgeting**

As most assessments and policy documents have pointed out, the current “composite budget” policy has not yet taken root. Though, it is a critical step in moving toward full devolution, and needs to be strengthened in the short term. This could be done by the
development of practical guidelines for effective joint planning and budgeting in health at the district level; this means revising and strengthening existing guidelines for the “composite budget” and actual practices, detailing or adapting them to the health sector, in order to promote effective participation and involvement of local stakeholders in the discussion and preparation of the district health plans and budget.

Following the strategic approach suggested for the policy framework, integrated planning and budgeting could be implemented stepwise, first in the districts with greater installed capacity, and then to other districts.

**Strengthening of DAs’ Structure and Capacity**

Several aspects are to be considered in strengthening LG capacity. First, once effectively devolved, the different responsibilities will be carried out in different places by different groups of staff within the district government. It is thus necessary to break down the general capacity assessment and planning and clearly identify who would be doing what, and thus the different types of capacity that will be needed within the local government. Current legislation not only gives conflicting views (as mentioned above) but also does not give a clue on how a devolved health system would be structured and would function at the district level. Some responsibilities will be carried out at the facility level, others by the (yet to be transferred) local health offices, and others at the DA and its management committee and staff. Even though LGs need significant autonomy and flexibility in allocating responsibilities according to local reality, it is important to map out health responsibilities within LG in order to better identifying and targeting capacity building needs and efforts.

---

**Table 6.1: Illustrative assessment of prospect for decentralization by function**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Prospect for Decentralization/Devolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General management and support functions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and budgeting</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation and execution</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring and evaluation</td>
<td>Average (all levels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement of drugs</td>
<td>Poor (selective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement of supplies</td>
<td>Average (economies of scale)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement of non-technical services</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financing</td>
<td>Poor (dependence on central transfers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial management</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical functions/services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly technical public health activities, e.g. Disease surveillance</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public health outreach activities</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curative primary care</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curative secondary/tertiary care</td>
<td>Poor (to the regions OK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care networks coordination (local)</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs identification</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Author’s elaboration.*
The mandated Social Services Sub-Committee does not seem to function effectively in many districts, and in some cases DHA officials do not participate regularly. On the other hand, the District Department of Health has yet to be formally established once DHAs are transferred to DA authority. However, the future functions of these two instances are unclear and appear duplicated. The Sub-Committee is likely to be responsible for sector planning and monitoring and intersectoral coordination, while the Health Department is likely to focus on the actual management and implementation of health services and programs and supervising of district level facilities. But an alternative approach would be to merge all coordination and supervision functions in one body. As mentioned in the preceding chapters, the current regulation does not clarify this distribution of responsibilities within the district government level.

It would also be very useful to revise the proposed structure of DAs support offices so as to include a specific health committee which should include representatives of the DHA, local health professionals, and local communities, and would necessarily meet on a regular basis to prepare the annual plan and budget, have it passed by the DA, monitor its implementation through predefined performance indicators, and yearly evaluate the impact of the plan.

Within this approach, it would be useful to assess the availability of technical (that is to say, health-related) staff with the required qualification for carrying out the specific tasks flowing from devolution. At this point it would be necessary to identify clearly if such staff is already present at the current DHA offices—and, thus, the issue is one of integration and transfer of staff—or if some required staff or capacities are altogether missing from the local level. This is likely to vary across regions and districts, with larger and more developed ones having more and qualified staff available, and deprived zones likely not to have them.

Two types of capacity building are needed at the DA level. One focuses on general management and financial capacity for local governments, including general planning, budgeting, procurement, human resource management, among others. The other relates to the capacity for planning, coordinating monitoring and supervising health-specific activities undertaken at the district level. The first will need to be built in the general management support offices such as Planning, Procurement, Human Resources, Finance, and other functions. The second would be built within the sectoral committee of the DA structure and the future Department of Health—which is likely to be based on the DHA structure.

**Management at the Facility Level**

Many countries have decentralized health system functions to local or regional governments, but have not increased the degree of managerial autonomy at the facility level. In that case, decentralization seems to stop midway, because executing agencies (health facilities) have little or no autonomy to carry out their responsibilities, and given the often weak management capacity of LGs, provision of health services may be significantly hampered by lengthy or inefficient processes at the level of LG headquarters—in the Ghana case, DAs and their supporting management infrastructure (management committee or departments).

Therefore, as part of the discussion of capacity and autonomy of LGs, health authorities at all levels need to discuss and define what degree and form of managerial autonomy.
will be given to what types of health facilities. GHS has over the years deconcentrated some responsibilities to facilities, but the result appears unsystematic and unclear, and—as shown in the rapid assessment of Chapter 4—activities actually performed at the facility level vary significantly across facilities of similar type and size. According to the rapid assessment, most facilities, especially larger ones, have already established a facility board or committee, but they tend to have more of an advisory role. To enhance governance, accountability and community participation, these facility boards could take a greater role and become the first level of accountability for facility managers.

**Financing Framework for Decentralization**

Development of a clearer financing framework for LGs on the health sector would be a great contribution to decentralization implementation; this framework should seek to streamline the multiple existing flows and funds, clarify responsibilities for financial management, and take advantage of the District Financing Fund to consolidate these flows. As a first step, it would be important to estimate financial needs (expenditures) to upgrade local governments capacity (as described above), and to meet the devolved responsibilities. This estimate can be based on existing facility expenditure reports, cost information of health programs, services and facilities, including recent PERs and PETS. Then, based on financial needs associated with specified decentralized functions, the framework would define financing sources and flows for decentralized levels, including the incentives structure needed to promote effective implementation and attract staff to more remote areas. As part of this framework, the current policy and formula for budget allocation across regions and districts would be revised, so as to emphasize the objective of equitable redistribution of funding that is part of the decentralization process and do so based on transparent rules.

Different reports and assessments have pointed out a serious bottleneck in the budget flows to DA, that is, the frequent delays in fund transfer and differences in actual funds transferred relative to planned or budgeted. This bottleneck needs to be resolved in the short term, to ensure predictability and stability in LG financing. It is not clear from the reports what drives these delays and shortfalls, and if necessary an in-depth assessment should be undertaken to clearly pinpoint where the causes of the problem lie and how to resolve them.

Opportunities for testing and implementing performance-based financing (PBF) schemes should be seriously considered, as international experience has shown that such schemes can provide a proper incentive structure for improving performance. The review of international experience has shown some successful examples of performance-based financing (such as the case of the Family Health Program in Brazil), and Ghana itself has implemented a performance assessment system, which however needs to be beefed up and revised if it is to be the basis for a PBF system.

**Procurement Process**

The existing procurement system regulations would benefit from a broad revision, in order to standardize processes at different government levels while ensuring flexibility to address local needs and characteristics. New initiatives may include the establishment of an online price dataset that can be accessed by any public entity to inform each public sector procurement process; this dataset would be fed by information from
every procurement done by any government agency. Such price databases have been successfully used in Brazil and other countries to inform public sector procurement (at all government levels) and reduce the average costs of public purchases.

It would also be useful to pilot projects of pooled procurement among small districts and/or facilities, and “framework contracts”, as implemented in other countries. Some countries have adopted a system of centralized purchasing for some items coupled with decentralized “drawing rights” by individual districts and/or facilities, by which these districts and facilities can draw from the supplies procured centrally, based on annual plans of needs and use. Other countries have established a procurement system by which local governments or individual facilities pool their procurement needs at the regional level or sub-regional level; in this case, the procurement process is performed at the regional or sub-regional level, but pulled by local governments and/or facilities. In Brazil, the MOH has set up and maintains an online database of suppliers and prices for a significant number of supply and service items based on recent purchases by public sector organizations; this “price data bank” is now been replicated in other countries. Given the current limited capacity of local governments in Ghana, such pooled procurement schemes are likely to be the best option for some time.

**Human Resources Management**

Given the apparent weak standardization of HR management policies and processes shown in the Rapid Assessment, the country would greatly benefit from revising and/or defining regulations and policies regarding human resource management in a decentralized system, and formulate a clearer regulatory framework that at the same time homogenizes processes and provides transparent basic standards, without limiting local governments’ autonomy to manage its own staff; this framework should necessarily include provisions for transferring staff from the central to local level, and a structure of incentives to encourage staff to transfer.

Important issues deserving careful discussion include the definition of the regime for hiring staff at the district level, including remuneration levels and career path. A related issue would be to reexamine the usefulness of having a separate and centralized LGS in face of devolution—the LGS Act states that all personnel from decentralized departments should automatically transferred to LGS—since it greatly reduces LG authority over their own staff.

**Information and M&E Systems**

This study has shown that a major issue is the duplication, lack of standards, and overall poor quality of information systems, which in turn greatly reduce the effectiveness of M&E systems. In order to better promote and support the decentralization process, and monitor and evaluate the decentralization process and its impact, the capacity of central and regional levels for M&E would have to be strengthened—in terms of human resources, systems and instruments; this activity could take advantage of several important initiatives regarding M&E and performance assessment that have been adopted in recent years, and adapt them to a decentralized system. But existing systems would need to be standardized (to facilitate comparison) and streamlined (to avoid duplications and conflicting information). Improving information systems involves identifying strategic information to monitor and evaluate, revise and streamline information flows,
standardize and enforce concepts and definitions, and extensive training. GOG performance assessment system could be strengthened based on the experience and lessons learned from other countries. Some countries for instance have implemented systems of district scorecards. These performance-focused M&E systems would then support the performance-based financing schemes proposed in the section titled “Financing Framework for Decentralization” above.

Legal Framework

As a result and consolidation of these efforts, the financing and functional decentralization policies would in a second phase be consolidated into a coherent legal framework for health system decentralization; this legal framework could be prepared once policy documents have defined all main dimensions and aspects of decentralization, to avoid contradictions and reduce the need for later revisions.

It is the view of this consultant that the legal framework for decentralization in health should follow the definition of a clear policy framework, for several reasons. First, it is difficult to issue a good and stable legislation if one is not clear about where to go and does not have a clear vision of how a decentralized health system should function. Second, as clearly shown in this volume, successful decentralization in health depends on revising and improving the general legal framework for decentralization and solving its many duplications and inconsistencies. Third, legally harmonizing the contradiction between current devolution policy and GHS mandate and structure could be left for a later phase, so that it does not confuse the process of strengthening LG structures, capacity and practices for a decentralized system.

In the meantime, strong incentives and clear policies should be put in place—using as starting points existing systems such as performance assessment and current financing mechanisms—to produce effective coordination between the existing DAs and GHS’ district-level structures. For instance, a financial reward could be built into the financing flows to both DAs and DHAs contingent on the presentation of a joint district health plan and a composite/integrated planning.

Note

1. Health PETS are available for 2007, and a new PER should be officially released soon based on 2009 data.
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20) District Assemblies’ Common Fund Act, 1993 (Act 455)
21) Local Government Act, 1993 (Act 462)
22) Civil Service Law of 1993 (PNDC Law 327)
25) Local Government Establishment Regulation of 1994
26) Ghana Health Service and Teaching Hospitals Act (525) of 1996
27) Ghana Audit Service Act, 2000 (Act 584)
28) Legislative Instruments to establish DAs
29) Local Government Service Act, 2003 (Act 656)
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33) Public Procurement Act, 2003 (Act 663)
35) Financial Administration Regulations, 2004 (LI 1802)
36) Operational Guidelines for DPCUs and RPCUs.

Recent documents (2007–2010)

39) National Report on Regional Consultations, 2009
40) General Health Service Bill, 2009
41) Draft Decentralization Policy Framework, 2010

The Local Government Act, 1993 (Act 462) and the National Planning (System) Act, 1994 (Act 480): Section 3 of Act 462 makes the MLGRDE responsible for the establishment of District, Municipal and Metropolitan Assemblies by Legislative Instruments. The same Act 462 also spells out the responsibilities of the DAs in their areas of jurisdiction. It establishes them as “Planning Authorities” with scope for managing the overall development within the districts. Specifically, it outlines the framework for the DAs to exercise their executive, deliberative and legislative functions by specifying the operations of the general assembly, planning functions, financial matters, rating responsibilities and auditing requirements among others.

The planning functions of the DAs are further elaborated by the National Planning (System) Act, 1994 (Act 480) which provides the framework for decentralised development planning of DAs and the planning functions of the Regional Coordinating Councils (RCCs) and Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs).

To enable the DAs and RCCs to possess the necessary technical capacity to fulfil their mandates, Act 462 establishes the District and Regional Planning Coordinating Units (DPCUs & RPCUs). The National Development Planning Commission (NDPC) and MLGRDE in 2003 jointly issued guidelines to operationalise the DPCUs and RPCUs. The document details the composition, roles and responsibilities of these Units in fulfilment of assigned functions contained in Acts 462 and 480. The guide also specifies an annual planning and budgeting cycle that links the DAs process to the national budgeting cycle.
The RPCUs in their mandate have responsibility to monitor and coordinate all activities of local government authorities in their regions of operation.

**Financial Administration Act 2003 (Act 654) and Financial Administration Regulations, 2004 (LI 1802):** The financial accountability system for the MDAs and DAs is covered by The Financial Administration Act 2003 (Act 654) and Financial Administration Regulations, 2004 (LI 1802). Additionally, Act 654 provides direction and control for overall financial administration in Ghana. It makes the Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning (MoFEP) the authority for the preparation of the fiscal policy of government for presentation to Parliament (Act 654 Section 2a). The Controller and Accountant General’s Department (CAGD) by the law is the primary disbursement agency of government. The Act and its regulations, generally spell out modalities for preparation of MDA and DA budgets, ensuring accountability for financial commitments and maintaining appropriate records in line with professionally accepted accounting standards and norms. The CAGD through various national, regional and district offices provides the necessary support for managing disbursements, payments, receipts and record keeping as vehicles for the submission of financial statements to government within agreed timelines.

**Public Procurement Act, 2003 (Act 663):** Procurement of goods, works, and services constitutes one of the most important activities in the operations of MDAs and DAs. In 2003, the Public Procurement Act, 2003 (Act 663) was enacted to outline the structure, methods and tendering procedures of procurements and the threshold for review/approval authorities, modalities for disposal of plant/equipment, and other miscellaneous provisions. This Act complements and reinforces other Acts especially Act 654. Acts 654 and 633 provide the necessary framework to DAs to contract services to implement their Annual Action Plans once they are developed and funds are available.

**District Assemblies Common Fund Act, 1993 (Act 455):** In line with the constitutional provision [Article 252 (2)] that Parliament shall annually allocate not less than five percent of total revenues of Ghana to the District Assemblies for development, the District Assemblies Common Fund Act, 1993 (Act 455) was enacted. The Act established the Office of the Administrator of the District Assemblies Common Fund as well as the structure and responsibilities for fulfilling the obligations of the office. The District Assemblies Common Fund (DACF) is allocated to each DA annually based on a formula approved by Parliament. It is designed to be disbursed to DAs on a quarterly basis, but a quarter in arrears.

The DACF is available to the DAs only for investment expenditure and is a sure source of funding for investment projects. Utilisation of the funds is informed by guidelines approved yearly by Parliament. The DAs gain access to their allocation only subsequent to the submission of Annual Action Plans and Budgets to the Office of the Administrator of the District Assemblies Common Fund. Accordingly the DAs are required to forward returns on utilisation of the fund to the Office of the Common Fund Administrator monthly.

**The Audit Service Act, 2000 (Act 658):** outlines the task of the Auditor-General in respect of audit of public accounts and the audit limits. The requirement is that the audits must be completed within six months after the close of each financial year. The thrust of the operations is to establish whether the accounts have been well kept, rules and procedures followed. Other operations include whether funds have been appropriately expended, records maintained, assets protected and financial operations conducted with due regard to efficiency and effectiveness.
Local Government Service Act, 2003 (Act 656): The Local Government Service Act establishes the Local Government Service and provides for the objects, functions, administration of the Service and related concerns. The functions of the Service include the provision of technical assistance to the DAs and RCCs to enable them to effectively perform their functions and discharge their duties; conduct organisational and job analysis; design and coordinate management systems and processes. Others include, the execution of management audits of RCCs and the DAs to improve overall performance of the Service and assist the RCCs and DAs to perform their statutory as well as related responsibilities.

Internal Audit Agency Act, 2003 (Act 658): The Internal Audit Agency Act establishes a body to coordinate, facilitate and provide quality assurance for internal audit activities within the MDAs and DAs. Section 3 (1) enjoins the agency to set standards and procedures for the conduct of internal audit activities Section 3 (4) enjoins the Agency to monitor, undertake inspections and evaluate the internal auditing of the MDAs and DAs.

The Guidelines for the Operationalisation of RPCUs and DPCUs (November 2003), finally, have been issued jointly by MLGRDE and NDPC to provide operational guidance for district level financial management and administration.

The National Health Insurance Act of 2003 (Act 650) establishes the National Health Insurance System (NHIS), under the coordination of a National Health Insurance Council, and the National Health Insurance Fund; it also regulates and licenses all health insurance schemes, including the District Mutual Insurance Schemes, and the accreditation of health care providers. Enrollment with an insurance scheme—mutual or private—is mandatory, except for members of the armed and police forces. District Mutuals are funded by membership contributions paid by enrollees living in the district, and subsidies from the National Health Insurance Fund. Such subsidies are distributed to District Mutuals according to a formula approved yearly by Parliament.
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